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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PLAN 

SIGN-OFF SHEET 
 
This Public Involvement Plan (PIP) for the Citrus County Wastewater Treatment 
Feasibility Analysis has been reviewed and is found to be in substantial agreement 
with current Citrus County Standards.  
 
 
 
Submitted By: ____________________________  Date: _____________________ 
   
 
 
Approved By: ____________________________  Date: _____________________ 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
This Public Involvement Plan (Plan) is intended to provide Citrus County and potential 
partners with a guide to conducting public outreach for the Citrus County Wastewater 
Treatment Feasibility Analysis Project. Plan implementation is key to a successful Project. 
By identifying and engaging stakeholders, the project team will be involved throughout 
the entire project. By working with residents, local governments can meet their public 
trust responsibilities in ways that align with the values of residents and their communities. 
Drawing input from a wide range of interested parties allows local governments to 
develop communication solutions that address community concerns and help develop 
public policy that incorporates acceptable solutions, meets community needs and 
maximizes stakeholder commitment. 

 
A. Plan Overview 

The Plan outlines recommendations for public outreach and engagement 
strategies that can be used to responsibly inform residents of the needs that exist 
within their communities and how the Project can meet those needs. The activities 
will provide a forum to understand the diverse perspectives of residents and their 
questions, concerns and sentiment about the Project. As guidance, Citrus County’s 
Water Resources Department should see this as a dynamic document that will 
need to be updated based on community feedback throughout the length of the 
project. 

  
B. Goals of Public Outreach 

As part of Citrus County’s effort to engage the community on this important 
Project, this Plan has been developed to meet the following objectives:  
• Inform governments, affected property owners, special interest groups, 

and the public of the Citrus County feasibility study to provide wastewater 
service and mitigate septic system water quality impacts in the Primary 
Focus Areas. 

• Document all public involvement activities conducted throughout the  
            project duration. 
• Identify potential controversial issues for consideration during the 

feasibility study. 
• Influence public acceptance for the project.  
This document provides a brief overview of the identified Primary Focus Areas and 
public involvement activities including anticipated agency or public meetings. This 
Plan will be reviewed and updated periodically throughout the life of the project. 

 

II. IDENTIFICATION OF PRIMARY FOCUS AREAS 
The project area for the Citrus County Wastewater Feasibility Analysis is divided into two 
Primary Focus Areas – Crystal River/Kings Bay Focus Area and Chassahowitzka-Homosassa 
Focus Area. The Florida Department of Environmental Project (FDEP), as per the Florida 
Spring and Aquifer Protection Act, delineates Primary Focus Areas for each Outstanding 
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Florida Spring that is impaired by excessive nutrient pollution. The data used by FDEP to 
delineate a Primary Focus Area includes groundwater travel time to the spring, 
hydrogeology, nutrient loads in the spring shed and other factors, as well as easily 
identified boundaries such as roads or political jurisdictions. The Primary Focus Areas are 
then incorporated into a Basin Management Action Plan (BMAP), which is a blueprint for 
restoring impaired waters by reducing pollutant loadings to meet the established Total 
Maximum Daily Load (TMDLs) set by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The 
BMAPs are based on permit limits on wastewater facilities, urban and agricultural best 
management practices, conservation programs, financial assistance and revenue 
generating activities, and are designed specifically to meet the TMDLs. The plans are 
developed with local stakeholders and are adopted by Secretarial Order to be 
enforceable. The Citrus County Wastewater Feasibility Analysis is being conducted to 
determine how to fulfill the BMAPs for Crystal River/Kings Bay Focus Area and 
Chassahowitzka-Homosassa Focus Area. 
 
A. Primary Focus Areas 

• Crystal River/Kings Bay Primary Area 
Located in the northwest and central portion of the County, this Primary 
Focus Area includes Crystal River, Beverly Hills, Hernando and Lecanto. It 
also includes all or portions of three (3) of the four (4) County sewer 
services areas – Citrus Spring Pine Ridge, Canterbury, Brentwood and 
Meadowcrest. There are also many septic tanks scattered throughout. This 
area is a mix of middle- and upper- income communities that are currently 
aware of the project and exhibit overall support of efforts to improve 
future water quality. Below is a more detailed demographic make-up of 
each community within this Primary Focus Area: 
o Crystal River is home to just over 3,000 people. The racial make-up 

of the city is approximately 84 percent Caucasian, 8 percent Black 
or African American, with 5 percent being Hispanic or Latino of any 
race, and the median age is 56. The median income for a household 
is approximately $35,000 and the median income for a family is just 
under $60,000. Approximately 4 percent of families and 10 percent 
of the population are below the poverty line.  

o Beverly Hills is an unincorporated community and census-designate 
place and is home to approximately 8,500 people. The racial make-
up of the area is 95 percent Caucasian, 2 percent Black or African 
American, and 4 percent Hispanic or Latino of any race. The median 
income for a household is approximately $25,000 and the median 
income for a family is $31,000. Approximately 9 percent of families 
and 12 percent of the population are below the poverty line.  

o Hernando is a census designated place with a population of 
approximately 9,000 people. The racial make-up is 95 percent 
white, 3 percent Black or African American, and 1 percent Hispanic 
or Latino of any race. The median income for a household is 
$29,000 and the median income for a family is $35,000. 
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Approximately 11 percent of families and 15 percent of the 
population are below the poverty line.  

o Lecanto is an unincorporated community and census-designated 
place with a population of approximately 6,000 people. The racial 
make-up is 94 percent white, 3 percent Black or African American, 
and less than 3 percent Hispanic or Latino of any race. The median 
household income is approximately $40,000 and the median family 
income is $47,000. Approximately 5 percent of families and 9 
percent of the population are below the poverty line.  

The natural water system within this area, the Crystal River/Kings Bay 
System, is one of the most complex and natural resources in the State. The 
system is derived from the Crystal River Springs group, a network of more 
than 30 major springs which source fresh water to King’s Bay and Crystal 
River. This area is known for its endangered manatee population. The 
health of the system has declined over the years, but there is hope with 
proper management and education, the degradation can be reversed.  
 

• Chassahowitzka–Homosassa Primary Focus Area  
Located in the southwest portion of Citrus County, this Primary Focus Area 
includes Sugarmill Woods. It also includes a portion of two (2) of the 
County’s four (4) sewer service areas – Meadowcrest and Sugarmill 
Woods. There are also many septic tanks located in the northern part of 
the Primary Focus Area. A mix of middle- and lower- income communities. 
Based on previous engagement by the County in these areas, we anticipate 
there may be more resistance to water quality projects and their 
associated cost.  Below is a more detailed demographic make-up of the 
community within this Primary Focus Area: 
o Sugarmill Woods is an unincorporated community and census-

designated place with a population of approximately 7,000 people. 
The racial make-up is 98 percent white, less than 1 percent Black or 
African American, and less than 2 percent Hispanic or Latino people 
of any other race. The median income for a household is just under 
$45,000 and the median income for a family is $46,000. 
Approximately 5 percent of families and 7 percent of the 
population is below the poverty line.  

The terrain is very challenging with rock, water and organic material, 
making it more costly for sewer improvements. In addition, there are many 
outdated septic systems and very few permits, suggesting many may not 
have been well maintained or repaired.  
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III. IDENTIFICATION OF PROPERTY OWNERS AND 
STAKEHOLDERS 
Impacted property owners, businesses, residents and tenants along and within 
proximity of the project corridor(s) will be identified at the start of the project and will 
be included in the database.  

 
A. Stakeholder Mailing List |Database 

The project team will maintain a contact list of mailing addresses, phone numbers 
and email addresses for primary and secondary stakeholders where contact 
information is provided. As appropriate, impacted property owners, businesses 
and residents within the designated Primary Focus Areas, as well as organizations 
and agencies will receive public meeting notices, fact sheets and other public 
meeting materials.  
 

B. Primary Stakeholders 
Primary stakeholders are defined as those who will be directly affected by the 
results of the feasibility study and or those who have a significant influence on the 
project.  
• Government 

o Citrus County commissioners and staff 
• Environmental Organizations 

o Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
o Southwest Florida Water Management District 
o Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission  
o Save Crystal River 
o Homosassa River Alliance 
o Florida Springs Institute  
o Crystal River State (Buffer Preserve) Park 

• Special Interest Groups | Designations 
o Crabbers, Fisherman, Fishing Guides/Charters 

 Citrus Fishing Club 
 Nature Coast Lady Anglers 
 ANCAH Fishing & Hunting in Citrus County (Facebook 

Group) 
 Citrus Bass Club 
 Crystal River Fishing Charters 
 Homosassa Fishing Charters 

Note: Although this project is centered around improving spring (fresh) 
water quality, we have included stakeholders who may be interested by 
brackish/saltwater improvements as well. Crabbing, oystering and 
scalloping have been negatively impacted elsewhere in Florida due to 
septic systems impacting brackish/saltwater quality, and we expect the 
same in Citrus County. 
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• Public 
o Property owners within the Primary Focus Areas who are currently 

on septic tanks 
 

C. Secondary Stakeholders 
Secondary stakeholders are defined as those who have an interest or play an 
intermediary role in the project.  
• Municipalities 

o City of Crystal River 
o Census Designated Place Beverly Hills  
o Census Designated Place Citrus Hills community 
o Census Designated Place Lecanto  
o Census Designated Place Hernando 
o Census Designated Place Sugarmill Woods community 

• Local Associations 
o Chambers of Commerce 

 Citrus County Chamber of Commerce – Crystal River 
 Homosassa Springs Florida Chamber of Commerce 

o Rotary Clubs 
 Rotary Club of Central Citrus 
 Rotary Club of Crystal River 
 Rotary Club of Homosassa 
 Rotary Club of Kings Bay 
 Rotary Club of Sugarmill Woods 
 Nature Coast Rotary Club 

• Public 
o Any citizen interested in the feasibility study 
o Residents and visitors who benefit from improved water quality  
o Citizens who will benefit from the economic opportunities created 

by the project 
 

IV. PUBLIC OUTREACH STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES 
A. Public Notification Techniques 

Drafts of all public involvement collateral (i.e., property owner letters, 
notifications, advertisements, flyers, press releases, facts sheets, presentations, 
etc.) associated with the tasks outlined in this section, will be submitted for review 
and approval by the County prior to distribution. 
 
• Notifications 

In preparation for the open house public meeting, homeowner and 
stakeholder notifications will be developed and distributed to ensure all 
impacted stakeholders are notified. Press releases and media alerts will 
also be developed and distributed to local media outlets.  
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There are approximately 40,000 contacts within the current database of 
residents with septic tanks so a wide variety of public notifications will be 
required to ensure awareness of the meeting. Direct mail, newspaper 
advertisements, project website and the County’s social media platforms 
will be utilized as follows: 
o Direct outreach to businesses, HOAs, special interest groups and 

organizations, etc. 
o Posting project information and updates to project website 
o Posting of project information and updates to the County’s social 

media platforms (to be coordinated with the County) 
o Posting of project information and updates to local partner 

websites and social media platforms  
 

We recommend using the Citrus County Administrative Building as the 
central depository for all hard copy outreach materials. The public should 
be made aware that copies of materials will be available at a central 
location for review or an online location for download and review. 

 
• Public Meetings 

One (1) centrally located public information meeting/open house will be 
conducted in May 2020 at a date, time and location to be approved by the 
County. This is tentative based on the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
The purpose of the meeting is to provide the public with overall project 
information. This meeting will provide the public an opportunity to ask 
questions about the project and provide feedback regarding specific issues 
or concerns. A presentation will be developed that outlines the following 
items: 
o Project Background 
o Benefits to the Community 
o Financial Benefits 
o Public Outreach 
o Project Requirements 
o General Process 
o Proposed Schedule | Workshops 

 
In addition, a public outreach and education survey will be provided at the 
meeting and will be posted on the project website in order to develop a 
better picture of the public understanding and sentiments and gather 
input.  
 
The City and project consultants will be attendance to provide information 
and answer any questions or concerns that may arise. Project boards will 
be developed that show each of the Primary Focus areas, as well as a 
project fact sheet and general project schedule. In conjunction with 
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Wright-Pierce and County staff, a presentation and up to two (2) display 
boards will be created. These materials will provide background and 
timeline on project activities. 

 
• Local Agency Meetings | Other Meetings 

It is anticipated that there will be four (4) additional meetings, two (2) in 
each of the Primary Focus Areas, with presentations given to local 
governing authorities, environmental groups, Chambers of Commerce, 
special interest groups, homeowners associations and other interested 
organizations during regularly scheduled meetings. 
 
During these presentations, attendees will be asked to participate in a 
public opinion survey to help the project team gain an understanding of 
the community’s issues and concerns, as well as gather input on the overall 
project. This public opinion survey will be the same survey that will be used 
at the public information meeting/open house in May, as well as available 
on the project website. These meetings will allow the project team to meet 
with stakeholders where they live or work and increases overall public 
participation during the public outreach process.  
 

• Activities | Timeline 
The project schedule will be updated periodically throughout the duration 
of the project.  

 
B. Survey Development and Analysis 

• Public Outreach and Education Opinion Survey 
A public outreach and education opinion survey will be created for 
distribution at the first public meeting in May 2020, at local agency 
meetings. The purpose of the survey will be to gain a pre-study 
understanding of the community’s issues, concerns and objections that are 
the basis for opposition or disinterest, garner public sentiment, as well as 
gather input on the overall project. In addition, the survey will be available 
online through the project website for a minimum of two (2) weeks after 
the public meeting. An analysis of the survey results as it relates to the 
overall public engagement initiatives will be provided to the County. The 
information gathered from the survey results will be used to develop 
appropriate messaging to influence public acceptability of the project. 

• Acceptability Survey 
An acceptability survey will also be conducted after all public outreach and 
education activities are completed. The results of the survey will be linked 
to the Primary Focus Area maps in coordination with the W-P GIS output.  

 
C. Educational Material and Collateral Development 

Educational materials and collateral will be developed during the project. In order 
to provide answers to some of the most frequently asked questions (FAQs) posed 
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by stakeholders, FAQs and fact sheets will be prepared. The fact sheet will provide 
background information and an overview of the project. The FAQ document is a 
dynamic document that will expand as the public provides input and new 
information is obtained. This document will be updated on the project website 
and should be printed and provided to residents at the public meeting. The fact 
sheet and FAQs are informational documents that will be distributed to 
stakeholders by any or all of the following methods: 
• Posted on the project website 
• Hardcopies provided as handouts at the public meetings, briefings and 

other public involvement events 
• Emailed to the local media outlets 
• Posted at various community centers and public libraries 
 
An infographic flyer will be created to be used as a bill insert or mailer to ensure 
all impacted stakeholders are notified of project activities. 

 
All materials will be written in non-technical language. Terminology used to 
describe technical aspects of the project will be explained in terms more easily 
understood by the general public.  

 
D. Project Website 

A project website will be developed as a resource to keep the public informed 
about the project and provide another avenue for public input. Information will 
include project background, fact sheet, frequently asked questions (FAQs), project 
area maps, meeting notifications and pertinent project information.  
 
Due to impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, our initial outreach to stakeholder will 
be through the project website. A presentation will be added to the website in 
late April that will provide project background, goals and objectives, schedule and 
public engagement opportunities. Media, social media and email will be utilized 
to promote the project website.  
 
The content will be updated as needed to ensure stakeholders have the most 
accurate and up-to-date information. In addition, contact information will be 
included on the website so stakeholders have direct contact, and questions or 
concerns can be properly routed. All information on the website will be approved 
by the County PIO prior to website launch, as well as when information is added 
or updated. The site will also be linked to the County website. The approved 
project website URL is www.citruscountywastewatertfa.com. 

 
E. Media Outreach 

Citrus County has several media outlets that can be engaged to help educate and 
inform the public and affected stakeholders of the overall project, as well as notice 
for public meetings. Those outlets include: 
 

http://www.citruscountywastewatertfa.com/
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• Citrus County Chronicle 
• Tampa Bay Times – Citrus County Edition 
• The Newscaster 
• Nature Coaster 
• Peddler’s Post 
• Coffee News 
• Senior Voice 
• Bay News 9 
• WFTS TV (ABC Action News) 
• WTSP TV Channel 10 (CBS) 
• WYKE TV 47 
• WOFX TV FOX 51 
• WOFL TV FOX 35 
• WMNF Radio 
• WUSF Radio 
• WUFT Radio 
• WFJV Radio 
 
Press releases, media alerts and other pertinent project information will be 
prepared and provided to the County PIO for release to the media. 
 

F. Social Media Outreach 
Citrus County currently uses social media, specifically Facebook and Twitter, as 
part of its integrated communications strategy.  Facebook (@CitrusCountyBOCC) 
and Twitter (@citrusbocc) posts will be prepared and provided to the County PIO 
to promote events and public meetings in order to increase attendance at face-
to-face events. Social media may also be used to solicit responses to public opinion 
and/or information surveys. Additionally, we may include educational or 
informative posts regarding the status of the feasibility study and current findings, 
as well as relevant environmental information.  
 
In coordination with website updates, posts on Facebook and Twitter will be used 
as a cost-effective method to inform the community of public workshops and 
other engagement opportunities.  
 
We will utilize advanced planning for social media communications on Citrus 
County’s active platforms, including the development of a social media calendar 
with scheduled and pre-planned informative posts and regular project updates. 
The social media channels will be regularly monitored to identify trending issues 
and obtain valuable feedback on the public education and outreach efforts. Timely 
posts and tweets will be developed that will both educate and mitigate the effects 
of any misinformation regarding the project.  

 



                   
 

        Office of the County Administrator              
     Board of County Commissioners 

Public Information Office            
       3600 W. Sovereign Path, Lecanto, FL 34461 
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For immediate release 

 

Monday, February 1, 2021 

 

Contact: Cynthia Oswald, Public Information Officer 

                        352-527-5484 

  cynthia.oswald@citrusbocc.com 

 
Citrus County is inviting residents to participate in a virtual public meeting on Thursday, February 11th, 2021 

from 5:30 to 7 p.m., that will help guide a countywide study to find the most cost-effective options to improve 

groundwater quality. Residents and property and business owners within Citrus County are encouraged to attend. 

 

The purpose of the meeting is to provide general information and receive public comment regarding the Citrus 

County Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis. Project team members will also be available to answer 

project-related questions and concerns. 

 

To register and access the virtual public meeting, please click on the following link, or scan the QR code: 

 

http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM 

 

 
 

To access the meeting by telephone, please dial the following phone number and enter the access code below 

when prompted: 

 

Phone Number:  1-877-309-2071  

Access Code:   858-000-746 

 

The Citrus County Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis will identify opportunities to protect our shared 

groundwater sources and improve water quality in the Crystal River/Kings Bay and Chassahowitzka-Homosassa 

Springs. As identified in the Florida Department of Environmental Protection’s Basin Management Action Plans 

(BMAPs), these springs have been impacted by increased nitrogen levels and require additional protections to 

ensure their conservation and restoration.  

mailto:cynthia.oswald@citrusbocc.com
http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM
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The study will determine which pollution reduction or “remediation” methods are most effective for each Primary 

Focus Area (PFA). The PFA is the area that is deemed to have the most immediate impact on the groundwater 

flowing to the springs. Plans will then be developed that identify areas that would benefit from the installation of 

wastewater collection systems or the conversion of existing septic systems to advanced septic systems. These 

plans are meant to reduce nitrogen discharge from septic systems by upgrading those systems or connecting 

property to the wastewater collection system and thus enhancing groundwater quality.  

 

The Citrus County Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis will benefit the community by 

• Restoring and protecting the County’s natural environment 

• Maintaining the health of groundwater resources including our drinking water 

• Expanding the availability of sewer services throughout the County 

• Improving recreational experiences at and around our springs, including swimming, fishing, boating, and 

kayaking 

• Enhancing the economic vitality of the community through tourism and smart development 

 

If you would like to learn more about this project, additional information is available on the project website 

at citruscountywastewatertfa.com, or by email at: info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com.  

 

 

#     #     # 

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fcitruscountywastewatertfa.com&c=E,1,4LSMXGyd_3Xinrqt9D_FZeCPRs1uBncaxtIgIhLuo6ySx4Q8-HgoNPVVJxRdr17VDkBJBeVDD8jXZwC8k-g3PAJ6eDyGiajtZ6cjNqFlPys,&typo=1
mailto:info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com


Resident/Business E-Blast 

FINAL 2021 02 01 

 
Dear Resident: 

 

Citrus County is currently conducting the Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis to identify 

opportunities to protect our shared groundwater sources and improve water quality in the Crystal 

River/Kings Bay and Chassahowitzka-Homosassa Springs. As identified in the Florida Department of 

Environmental Protection’s Basin Management Action Plans (BMAPs), these springs have been impacted 

by increased nitrogen levels and require additional protections to ensure their conservation and 

restoration.  

 

The study will determine which pollution reduction or “remediation” methods are most effective for each 

Primary Focus Area (PFA). The PFA is the area that is deemed to have the most immediate impact on the 

groundwater flowing to the springs. Plans will then be developed that identify areas that would benefit 

from the installation of wastewater collection systems or the conversion of existing septic systems to 

advanced septic systems. These plans are meant to reduce nitrogen discharge from septic systems by 

upgrading those systems or connecting property to the wastewater collection system and thus enhancing 

groundwater quality.  

 

Before those plans are finalized, Citrus County is inviting you to participate in a virtual public meeting on 

Thursday, February 11, 2021 from 5:30 to 7 p.m. that will help guide this countywide study to find the 

most cost-effective options to improve freshwater quality. To register and access the virtual public 

meeting, please click on the following link, or scan the QR code: 

 

http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM 

 

 
 

To access the meeting by telephone, please dial the following phone number and enter the access code 

below when prompted: 

 

Phone Number:  1-877-309-2071  

Access Code:   858-000-746 

 

The Citrus County Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis will benefit the community by 

• Restoring and protecting the County’s natural environment 

• Maintaining the health of groundwater resources including our drinking water 

• Expanding the availability of sewer services throughout the County 

• Improving recreational experiences at and around our springs, including swimming, fishing, 

boating, and kayaking 

• Enhancing the economic vitality of the community through tourism and smart development 

http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM


 

If you would like to learn more about this project, additional information is available on the project 

website at citruscountywastewatertfa.com, or by email at: info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com.  

 

Best, 

Citrus County 

 

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fcitruscountywastewatertfa.com&c=E,1,4LSMXGyd_3Xinrqt9D_FZeCPRs1uBncaxtIgIhLuo6ySx4Q8-HgoNPVVJxRdr17VDkBJBeVDD8jXZwC8k-g3PAJ6eDyGiajtZ6cjNqFlPys,&typo=1
mailto:info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com
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Date Platform Copy Image 

 

 

Monday 

 

February 1, 

2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Citrus County is conducting the 
Wastewater Treatment Feasibility 
Analysis to identify opportunities to 
protect our shared groundwater 
sources and improve water quality in 
the Crystal River/Kings Bay and 
Chassahowitzka-Homosassa Springs. 
We invite you to participate in a virtual 
public meeting on Thursday, February 
11, 2021 from 5:30 – 7 p.m. You can 
access the meeting by clicking on the 
following link or scanning the QR code 
below: <insert Link and QR code>. To 
access the meeting by telephone, 
please dial the following phone number 
and enter the access code when 
prompted: <insert number and code>. 
For more information, go to 
citruscountywastewatertfa.com. 

 

 

 

 

Wednesday 

 

February 3, 

2021 

 

 

 

 

We are hosting a virtual public meeting 
on Thursday, February 11, 2021 from 
5:30 – 7 p.m. that will help guide a 
countrywide study to find the most 
cost-effective options to improve 
groundwater quality in Citrus County. 
You can participate by clicking on the 
following link or scanning the QR code 
below: <insert Link and QR code>. To 
access the meeting by telephone, 
please dial the following phone number 
and enter the access code when 
prompted: <insert number and code>. 
For more information go to 
citruscountywastewatertfa.com. 
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Friday 

 

February 5, 

2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you interested in preserving and 
restoring the health of Citrus County’s 
springs? We invite you to participate in 
virtual public meeting on Thursday, 
February 11, 2021 from 5:30 – 7 p.m. 
that will help guide a countrywide study 
to find the most cost-effective options 
to improve groundwater quality in 
Citrus County. You can participate by 
clicking on the following link or 
scanning the QR code below: <insert 
Link and QR code>. To access the 
meeting by telephone, please dial the 
following phone number and enter the 
access code when prompted <insert 
number and code>. For more 
information go to 
citruscountywastewatertfa.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

Monday 

 

February 8, 

2020 

 

 

 

Citrus County is inviting you to 
participate in a virtual public meeting 
on Thursday, February 11, 2021 from 
5:30 – 7 p.m. that will help guide a 
countrywide study to find the most 
cost-effective options to improve 
groundwater quality in Citrus County. 
You can participate by clicking on the 
following link or scanning the QR code 
below: <insert Link and QR code>. To 
access the meeting by telephone, 
please dial the following phone number 
and enter the access code when 
prompted: <insert number and code>. 
For more information go to 
citruscountywastewatertfa.com. 
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Wednesday 

 

February 10, 

2021 

 

 

Citrus County is conducting the 
Wastewater Treatment Feasibility 
Analysis to identify opportunities to 
protect our shared groundwater 
sources and improve water quality in 
the Crystal River/Kings Bay and 
Chassahowitzka-Homosassa Springs. 
We invite you to participate in a virtual 
public meeting on Thursday, February 
11, 2021 from 5:30 – 7 p.m. that will 
help guide a countrywide study to find 
the most cost-effective options to 
improve groundwater quality in Citrus 
County. You can participate by clicking 
on the following link or scanning the QR 
code below: <insert Link and QR code>. 
To access the meeting by telephone, 
please dial the following phone number 
and enter the access code when 
prompted: <insert number and code>. 
For more information go to 
citruscountywastewatertfa.com. 

 

 

Thursday 

 

February 11, 

2021 

 

 

 

 

 

TODAY IS THE DAY. Please join us this 
evening from 5:30 – 7 pm. at the Citrus 
County virtual public meeting that will 
help guide a countrywide study to find 
the most cost-effective options to 
improve groundwater quality in Citrus 
County. You can participate by clicking 
on the following link or scanning the QR 
code below: <insert Link and QR code> 
To access the meeting by telephone, 
please dial the following phone number 
and enter the access code when 
prompted: <insert number and code>. 
For more information go to 
citruscountywastewatertfa.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Web Copy 
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Citrus County is inviting residents to participate in a virtual public meeting on Thursday, February 11th, 2021 

from 5:30 to 7 p.m., that will help guide a countywide study to find the most cost-effective options to improve 

groundwater quality. Residents, property owners, and business owners within Citrus County are encouraged to 

attend. 

 

The purpose of the meeting is to provide general information and receive public comment regarding the Citrus 

County Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis. Project team members will also be available to answer 

project-related questions and concerns. 

 

To register and access the virtual public meeting, please click on the following link, or scan the QR code: 

 

http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM 

 

 
 

To access the meeting by telephone, please dial the following phone number and enter the access code below 

when prompted: 

 

Phone Number:  1-877-309-2071  

Access Code:   858-000-746 

 

The Citrus County Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis will identify opportunities to protect our shared 

groundwater sources and improve water quality in the Crystal River/Kings Bay and Chassahowitzka-Homosassa 

Springs. As identified in the Florida Department of Environmental Protection’s Basin Management Action Plans 

(BMAPs), these springs have been impacted by increased nitrogen levels and require additional protections to 

ensure their conservation and restoration.  

 

The study will determine which pollution reduction or “remediation” methods are most effective for each Primary 

Focus Area (PFA). The PFA is the area that is deemed to have the most immediate impact on the groundwater 

flowing to the springs. Plans will then be developed that identify areas that would benefit from the installation of 

wastewater collection systems or the conversion of existing septic systems to advanced septic systems. These 

plans are meant to reduce nitrogen discharge from septic systems by upgrading those systems or connecting 

property to the wastewater collection system and thus enhancing groundwater quality.  

 

The Citrus County Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis will benefit the community by 

• Restoring and protecting the County’s natural environment 

• Maintaining the health of groundwater resources including our drinking water 

• Expanding the availability of sewer services throughout the County 

• Improving recreational experiences at and around our springs, including swimming, fishing, boating, and 

kayaking 

• Enhancing the economic vitality of the community through tourism and smart development 

 

http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM


 
If you would like to learn more about this project, additional information is available on the project website 

at citruscountywastewatertfa.com, or by email at: info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com.  

 

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fcitruscountywastewatertfa.com&c=E,1,4LSMXGyd_3Xinrqt9D_FZeCPRs1uBncaxtIgIhLuo6ySx4Q8-HgoNPVVJxRdr17VDkBJBeVDD8jXZwC8k-g3PAJ6eDyGiajtZ6cjNqFlPys,&typo=1
mailto:info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com
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For immediate release 

 

Thursday, March 11th, 2021 

 

Contact: Veronica Kampschroer, Public Information Officer 

(352) 527-5484 

  veronica.kampschroer@citrusbocc.com 

 
Citrus County is inviting residents to participate in a virtual public meeting on Thursday, March 25th, 2021 from 

5:30 to 7 p.m., that will help guide a countywide study to find the most cost-effective options to improve 

groundwater quality. This is the second meeting organized by the County to educate and collect input from the 

community on the Citrus County Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis. Residents and property and business 

owners within Citrus County are encouraged to attend. 

 

The purpose of the meeting is to provide general information and receive public comment regarding the Citrus 

County Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis. Project team members will also be available to answer 

project-related questions and concerns. 

 

To register and access the virtual public meeting, please click on the following link, or scan the QR code: 

 

http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM_Link 

 

 
 

To access the meeting by telephone, please dial the following phone number and enter the access code below 

when prompted: 

 

Dial-in number  1-877-309-2074 

Access Code   916-180-496 

 

The Citrus County Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis will identify opportunities to protect our shared 

groundwater sources and improve water quality in the Crystal River/Kings Bay and Chassahowitzka-Homosassa 

http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM_Link


                   
 

        Office of the County Administrator              
     Board of County Commissioners 

Public Information Office            
       3600 W. Sovereign Path, Lecanto, FL 34461 

       Phone:  352-527-5484    Fax:  352-527-5204 
 

                         “We are a user-friendly and common sense organization dedicated to responsive citizen services.”                                     
 

 

 

Springs. As identified in the Florida Department of Environmental Protection’s Basin Management Action Plans 

(BMAPs), these springs have been impacted by increased nitrogen levels and require additional protections to 

ensure their conservation and restoration.  

 

The study will determine which pollution reduction or “remediation” methods are most effective for each Primary 

Focus Area (PFA). The PFA is the area that is deemed to have the most immediate impact on the groundwater 

flowing to the springs. Plans will then be developed that identify areas that would benefit from the installation of 

wastewater collection systems or the conversion of existing septic systems to advanced septic systems. These 

plans are meant to reduce nitrogen discharge from septic systems by upgrading those systems or connecting 

property to the wastewater collection system and thus enhancing groundwater quality.  

 

The Citrus County Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis will benefit the community by 

• Increasing property values 

• Increasing usable land area on each parcel currently served by a septic system  

• Restoring and protecting the County’s natural environment 

• Maintaining the health of groundwater resources including our drinking water 

• Expanding the availability of sewer services throughout the County 

• Improving recreational experiences at and around our springs, including swimming, fishing, boating, and 

kayaking 

• Enhancing the economic vitality of the community through tourism and smart development 

 

If you would like to learn more about this project, additional information is available on the project website 

at citruscountywastewatertfa.com, or by email at: info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com.  

 

 

#     #     # 

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fcitruscountywastewatertfa.com&c=E,1,4LSMXGyd_3Xinrqt9D_FZeCPRs1uBncaxtIgIhLuo6ySx4Q8-HgoNPVVJxRdr17VDkBJBeVDD8jXZwC8k-g3PAJ6eDyGiajtZ6cjNqFlPys,&typo=1
mailto:info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com


Resident/Business E-Blast 

FINAL 2021 03 11 

 
Dear Resident: 

 

Citrus County is currently conducting the Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis to identify 

opportunities to protect our shared groundwater sources and improve water quality in the Crystal 

River/Kings Bay and Chassahowitzka-Homosassa Springs. Identified by the Florida Department of 

Environmental Protection as Outstanding Florida Springs, these springs have been impacted by increased 

nitrogen in the groundwater and require additional protections to ensure their conservation and 

restoration.  

 

The study will develop a plan to improve the groundwater quality and thus the water quality in the springs 

by identifying the number and location of septic systems within the County and developing options for 

eliminating or enhancing the septic systems. The study will determine which pollution reduction or 

“remediation” methods are most effective for mitigating the impacts from septic systems for the areas 

surrounding each spring. Plans will then be developed for additional sewage collection system to 

collection sewage from properties that are not currently connected to the system. Or in areas where it is 

not feasible to install sewer systems, the plan will identify means to reduce nitrogen discharge from septic 

systems by upgrading those systems to advanced septic systems.  

 

Before those plans are finalized, Citrus County is inviting you to participate in a virtual public meeting on 

Thursday, March 25, 2021 from 5:30 to 7 p.m. that will help guide this countywide study to find the most 

cost-effective options to improve groundwater quality. This is the second meeting organized by the 

County to educate and collect input from the community on the Citrus County Wastewater Treatment 

Feasibility Analysis. To access the virtual public meeting, please click on the following link, or scan the 

QR code: 

 

http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM_Link 

 

 
  

To access the meeting by telephone, please dial the following phone number and enter the access code 

below when prompted: 

 

Dial-in number – 1-877-309-2074 

Access Code – 916-180-496 

 

The Citrus County Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis will benefit the community by 

• Increasing property values 

• Increasing usable land area on each parcel currently served by a septic system 

http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM_Link


• Restoring and protecting the County’s natural environment 

• Maintaining the health of groundwater sources 

• Expanding the availability of sewer services throughout the county 

• Improving recreational experiences at and around our springs, including fishing, boating, and 

kayaking 

• Enhancing the economic vitality of the community through tourism and smart development 

 

If you would like to learn more about this project, additional information is available on the project 

website at citruscountywastewatertfa.com, or by email at: info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com.  

 

Best, 

Citrus County 

 

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fcitruscountywastewatertfa.com&c=E,1,4LSMXGyd_3Xinrqt9D_FZeCPRs1uBncaxtIgIhLuo6ySx4Q8-HgoNPVVJxRdr17VDkBJBeVDD8jXZwC8k-g3PAJ6eDyGiajtZ6cjNqFlPys,&typo=1
mailto:info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com
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Thursday 

 

March 11, 2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Citrus County is conducting the 
Wastewater Treatment Feasibility 
Analysis to identify opportunities to 
protect our shared groundwater 
sources and improve water quality in 
the Crystal River/Kings Bay and 
Chassahowitzka-Homosassa Springs. 
We invite you to participate in a virtual 
public meeting on Thursday, March 25, 
2021 from 5:30 – 7 p.m. You can access 
the meeting by clicking on the following 
link or scanning the QR code below: 
http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewate
r_VPM_Link. To access the meeting by 
telephone, please dial the following 
phone number and enter the access 
code when prompted: Dial-in number – 
1-877-309-2074 
Access Code – 916-180-496. For more 
information, go to 
citruscountywastewatertfa.com. 

 

 

 

 

Monday 

 

March 15, 2021 

 

 

 

 

We are hosting a virtual public meeting 
on Thursday, March 25, 2021 from 5:30 
– 7 p.m. that will help guide a 
countrywide study to find the most 
cost-effective options to improve 
groundwater quality in Citrus County. 
You can participate by clicking on the 
following link or scanning the QR code 
below: 
http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewate
r_VPM_Link. To access the meeting by 
telephone, please dial the following 
phone number and enter the access 
code when prompted: Dial-in number – 
1-877-309-2074 
Access Code – 916-180-496. For more 
information go to 
citruscountywastewatertfa.com. 

 

 

 

http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM_Link
http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM_Link
http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM_Link
http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM_Link
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Thursday 

 

March 18, 2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you interested in preserving and 
restoring the health of Citrus County’s 
springs? We invite you to participate in 
virtual public meeting on Thursday, 
March 25, 2021 from 5:30 – 7 p.m. that 
will help guide a countrywide study to 
find the most cost-effective options to 
improve groundwater quality in Citrus 
County. You can participate by clicking 
on the following link or scanning the QR 
code below: 
http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewate
r_VPM_Link. To access the meeting by 
telephone, please dial the following 
phone number and enter the access 
code when prompted Dial-in number – 
1-877-309-2074 Access Code – 916-
180-496. For more information go to 
citruscountywastewatertfa.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

Monday 

 

March 22, 2021 

 

 

 

Citrus County is inviting you to 
participate in a virtual public meeting 
on Thursday, March 25, 2021 from 5:30 
– 7 p.m. that will help guide a 
countrywide study to find the most 
cost-effective options to improve 
groundwater quality in Citrus County. 
You can participate by clicking on the 
following link or scanning the QR code 
below: 
http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewate
r_VPM_Link. To access the meeting by 
telephone, please dial the following 
phone number and enter the access 
code when prompted: Dial-in number – 
1-877-309-2074 Access Code – 916-
180-496. For more information go to 
citruscountywastewatertfa.com. 

 

 

 

http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM_Link
http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM_Link
http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM_Link
http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM_Link
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Wednesday 

 

March 24, 2021 

 

 

Citrus County is conducting the 
Wastewater Treatment Feasibility 
Analysis to identify opportunities to 
protect our shared groundwater 
sources and improve water quality in 
the Crystal River/Kings Bay and 
Chassahowitzka-Homosassa Springs. 
We invite you to participate in a virtual 
public meeting on Thursday, March 25, 
2021 from 5:30 – 7 p.m. that will help 
guide a countrywide study to find the 
most cost-effective options to improve 
groundwater quality in Citrus County. 
You can participate by clicking on the 
following link or scanning the QR code 
below: 
http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewate
r_VPM_Link. To access the meeting by 
telephone, please dial the following 
phone number and enter the access 
code when prompted: Dial-in number – 
1-877-309-2074 Access Code – 916-
180-496. For more information go to 
citruscountywastewatertfa.com. 

 

 

Thursday 

 

March 25, 2021 

 

 

 

 

 

TODAY IS THE DAY. Please join us this 
evening from 5:30 – 7 pm. at the Citrus 
County virtual public meeting that will 
help guide a countrywide study to find 
the most cost-effective options to 
improve groundwater quality in Citrus 
County. You can participate by clicking 
on the following link or scanning the QR 
code below: 
http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewate
r_VPM_Link. To access the meeting by 
telephone, please dial the following 
phone number and enter the access 
code when prompted: Dial-in number – 
1-877-309-2074 Access Code – 916-
180-496. For more information go to 
citruscountywastewatertfa.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM_Link
http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM_Link
http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM_Link
http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM_Link
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Citrus County is inviting residents to participate in a virtual public meeting on Thursday, March 25th, 2021 from 

5:30 to 7 p.m., that will help guide a countywide study to find the most cost-effective options to improve 

groundwater quality. Residents, property owners, and business owners within Citrus County are encouraged to 

attend. 

 

The purpose of the meeting is to provide general information and receive public comment regarding the Citrus 

County Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis. Project team members will also be available to answer 

project-related questions and concerns. 

 

To register and access the virtual public meeting, please click on the following link, or scan the QR code: 

 

http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM_Link 

 

 
 

To access the meeting by telephone, please dial the following phone number and enter the access code below 

when prompted: 

 

Dial-in number  1-877-309-2074 

Access Code   916-180-496 

 

The Citrus County Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis will identify opportunities to protect our shared 

groundwater sources and improve water quality in the Crystal River/Kings Bay and Chassahowitzka-Homosassa 

Springs. As identified in the Florida Department of Environmental Protection’s Basin Management Action Plans 

(BMAPs), these springs have been impacted by increased nitrogen levels and require additional protections to 

ensure their conservation and restoration.  

 

The study will determine which pollution reduction or “remediation” methods are most effective for each Primary 

Focus Area (PFA). The PFA is the area that is deemed to have the most immediate impact on the groundwater 

flowing to the springs. Plans will then be developed that identify areas that would benefit from the installation of 

wastewater collection systems or the conversion of existing septic systems to advanced septic systems. These 

plans are meant to reduce nitrogen discharge from septic systems by upgrading those systems or connecting 

property to the wastewater collection system and thus enhancing groundwater quality.  

 

The Citrus County Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis will benefit the community by 

• Increasing property values 

• Increasing usable land area on each parcel currently served by a septic system 

• Restoring and protecting the County’s natural environment 

• Maintaining the health of groundwater resources including our drinking water 

• Expanding the availability of sewer services throughout the County 

• Improving recreational experiences at and around our springs, including swimming, fishing, boating, and 

kayaking 

http://bit.ly/Citrus_County_Wastewater_VPM_Link


 
• Enhancing the economic vitality of the community through tourism and smart development 

 

If you would like to learn more about this project, additional information is available on the project website 

at citruscountywastewatertfa.com, or by email at: info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com.  

 

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fcitruscountywastewatertfa.com&c=E,1,4LSMXGyd_3Xinrqt9D_FZeCPRs1uBncaxtIgIhLuo6ySx4Q8-HgoNPVVJxRdr17VDkBJBeVDD8jXZwC8k-g3PAJ6eDyGiajtZ6cjNqFlPys,&typo=1
mailto:info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com
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Wastewater 

Treatment Facility 

Feasibility Analysis



SLIDE /

COVID-19- Pandemic Measures 

VIRTUAL PUBLIC 

MEETING TECHNICAL 

INFORMATION



SLIDE /

To access the meeting by 
telephone, please dial the 
following phone number and 

enter the access code below 
when prompted:

Phone Number: 1-877-309-2071

Access Code: 858-000-746

VIRTUAL PUBLIC 

MEETING TECHNICAL 

INFORMATION



SLIDE /

VIRTUAL PUBLIC 

MEETING TECHNICAL 

INFORMATION

Questions and comments will be 
addressed at the end of the 
presentation but can be entered 

into the chat feature at any time 
during the meeting. 

Project Website: 
www.citruscountywastewatertfa.com

Project Hotline: 
(352) 269-6440

Email Address: 
info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com



• Home to Homosassa, 

Chassahowitzka, and Crystal 

River/Kings Bay springs group

• Nearly 100 springs in total

• Fed from Upper Floridan aquifer 

groundwater – our drinking water source

• Tourism since early 1800s, drawing 

500,000 people/year to Citrus County

• In 2019, tourism brought $270 million 

in revenue

• 43% of visitors came for 

"manatee watching"

CITRUS COUNTY’S 

NATURAL RESOURCES

SLIDE / 5

Homosassa Springs1947
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SEPTIC SYSTEMS 

& THE ENVIRONMENT

6

• Approximately 41,000 septic 

systems currently installed

• Traditional septic system 

consists of septic tank and 

drain field

• Proper installation above 

water table

• Regular maintenance

• Little wastewater treatment (N)

• Advanced septic systems 

include enhancements in 

tank/drain field

• Proper installation

• Regular maintenance

• Includes mechanical parts

• Higher level of treatment (N)

SLIDE /

How Septic Systems 

Impact Springs

Septic Tank 
(solids only)

Filtration

Excessive 
Nitrates

Aquifer

Excessive 
Algae Growth

Spring

Your Drinking 
Water Well

Drain field – min. treatment
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SEPTIC SYSTEMS 

& THE ENVIRONMENT

7

• Approximately 41,000 septic 

systems currently installed

• Traditional septic system 

consists of septic tank and 

drain field

• Proper installation above 

water table

• Regular maintenance

• Little wastewater treatment (N)

• Advanced septic systems 

include enhancements in 

tank/drain field

• Proper installation

• Regular maintenance

• Includes mechanical parts

• Higher level of treatment (N)

SLIDE /

How Septic Systems 

Impact Springs

Septic Tank 
(solids only)

Drain field – min. treatment

Filtration

Excessive 
Nitrates

Aquifer

Spring

Level of Nitrogen (N) discharge:

• 40 mg/l – standard septic system
• 15 – advanced septic system
• 3 – wastewater treatment plants

Excessive 
Algae Growth

Your Drinking 
Water Well
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FDEP INITIATIVES

What is a TMDL (Total Maximum 

Daily Load)?

• Maximum amount of a pollutant 

allowed to enter a water body

• 0.23 mg/l for Nitrate

What is a BMAP (Basin 

Management Action Plan)?

• Plans developed to reduce 

pollutants in water bodies in order 

to meet the TMDL

What is a PFA (Priority Focus 

Area)?

• Most critical area within the BMAP

• Projects within this area can 

receive funding from the FDEP and 

SWFWMD

King’s Bay 
BMAP Area

Chassahowitzka-
Homosassa
BMAP Area

Chassahowitzka-
Homosassa
Priority Focus Areas

King’s Bay 
Priority Focus Area

8SLIDE /
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BMAP OBJECTIVES

• Reduce nitrogen discharge 

from traditional septic 

systems

• Recommend areas to be 

served by advanced septic 

systems or sewer

• Determine infrastructure 

improvements to 

accommodate additional 

wastewater flows

• Develop an implementation 

plan that minimizes costs and 

prioritizes areas to be served 

based on infrastructure

King’s Bay 
BMAP Area

Chassahowitzka-
Homosassa
BMAP Area

Chassahowitzka-
Homosassa
Priority Focus Areas

King’s Bay 
Priority Focus Area

9SLIDE /
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NITROGEN SOURCES

12%

5%

13%

3%

43%

8%

16%

Kings Bay

18%

24%

14%
1%

16%

24%

3%

Homosassa

24%

11%

16%
3%

15%

19%

12%

Chassahowitzka

Sports turfgrass 
fertilizer

Atmospheric 
deposition

Urban turfgrass 
fertilizer

Wastewater 
treatment facilities

Farm fertilizer

Septic systems

Livestock waste

10SLIDE /
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Low Credit Estimate High Credit Estimate Total Reduction Needed

272,833

35,347

51,661

Goal

• Develop a cost-effective 

plan to reduce the nitrogen 

load affecting our springs.

Requirements

• In BMAP areas

• Limit nitrogen in wastewater 

treatment facility effluent

• In Priority Focus Areas

• Limit new septic systems

• Address existing septic 

systems

• Adopted June 2018

• Effective January 2019

BMAP GOAL 

& REQUIREMENTS

Kings Bay/Crystal River Homosassa/Chassahowitzka

Low Credit Estimate (Septic Systems)

High Credit Estimate (Septic Systems)

Total Reduction Needed

Credits are generated for reducing pollutants in water bodies. ?
11SLIDE /

274,000

142,168

207,784

Other Sources
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Study funded by FDEP for 9 

counties with Class I Outstanding 

Florida Springs (OFS)

FDEP WASTEWATER 

TREATMENT FEASIBILITY 

ANALYSIS
Inventory existing 
septic systems

Document wastewater 
system needed to meet 
BMAP requirements

Identify septic systems 
within PFA that require 
remediation

Develop cost model

Develop a 
recommended 
alternative

Identify the 
environmental benefit

Develop final report

01 02 03 04

05 06 07

12SLIDE /

Develop a public 
education and 
communication plan

08
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King’s Bay 
BMAP Area

Chassahowitzka-

Homosassa
BMAP Area

Environmental scoring criteria 

used to develop project areas

• Within the PFAs

• Nitrogen load per acre

• Average age of septic system

• Scored from least (1) to most (5) 

critical

PROJECT AREAS

1

2

3

4

5

(488)

(40)

(35)

(18)

(17)
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Project phasing based on 

environmental score and 

availability of existing 

infrastructure

• Scored from most (1) to 

least (4) immediate

PROJECT PHASING

1

2

3

4

(19)

(71)

(23)

(47)
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Project Area Septic Tanks Eliminated Nitrogen Credits

Fairview Estates 388 2,825

Cambridge Greens 330 2,445

Hill Top 293 2,266

Citrus Springs 317 2,155

Presidential Estates 276 1,878

Parsons Point 252 1,830

Parsons Point 206 1,628

Celina Hills 211 1,549

Eldorado Estates 81 659

Sugarmill Woods (Sunny Farms Estates) 52 401

Kenwood North 49 370

Old Homosassa 160 1,090

Old Homosassa 201 791

Old Homosassa 134 723

Old Homosassa 97 556

Old Homosassa 90 517

Old Homosassa 73 453

Old Homosassa 71 387

Old Homosassa 69 363

Old Homosassa Subtotal 895 4880

Total 3,350 22,888

PHASE 1 PROJECTS

Note: Not in order of execution
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Stakeholders

• Citrus County

• FDEP

• Southwest Florida Water 

Management District 

• Florida Fish & Wildlife 

Commission 

• Save Crystal River 

• Homosassa River Alliance 

• Florida Springs Institute 

• Crystal River State Park 

• Crabbers, Fisherman, 

Fishing Guides/Charters

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

PROCESS

Plan Development

Stakeholder Identification

Outreach Strategies

Evaluation & Analysis
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End

Address 

Board’s 

Comments

NEXT STEPS

Second 

public 

survey
First public 

meeting

Board 

update of 

plan
Finalize 

Report

Board 

approval 

of plan

Second 

public 

meeting



QUESTIONS?



SLIDE 1 – COVER  

 

Welcome to the Citrus County Wastewater Treatment 

Feasibility Analysis open house. For the rest of this 

presentation we will reference the Wastewater 

Treatment Feasibility Analysis as the project 

My name is Dennis Davis and I’m a professional engineer 

with Wright-Pierce, the engineering consulting company 

that is working with Citrus County to develop the project. 

The goal of this meeting is to explain to you the 

importance of springs to Citrus County, how 

groundwater and the springs are being negatively 

impacted, what steps the Florida Department of 

Environmental Protection, also known as the FDEP, is 

taking to improve the groundwater quality entering the 

springs, and how FDEP’s plans affect Citrus County and 

its residents.  

Following the prerecorded portion of this meeting. We 

will open the meeting up to a live question and answer 

session.  

This presentation and the subsequent question and 

answer session is being recorded and will be posted to 



the project’s website within a few business days. A link to 

the project website will be provided at the end of this 

presentation. 

 

  



SLIDE 2 – VIRTUAL PUBLIC MEETING TECHNICAL 

INFORMATION #1 

• Before we start the presentation, I will share a few 

items regarding this Workshop Format. 

• Due to the State of Emergency declared by Governor 

DeSantis as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, this 

meeting is being held virtually and not in-person.  

• We are using the GoToWebinar meeting platform for 

the meeting.  

• On your computer or device screen, you should see 

something that looks like this [SHOW SLIDE WITH 

CONTROL PANEL] in the upper-right corner.  

• To listen to the meeting, your computer or device 

speakers are selected by default. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SLIDE 3 – VIRTUAL PUBLIC MEETING TECHNICAL 

INFORMATION #2 

 

If you prefer to listen by phone, select “Phone Call” in the 

Audio pane of the control panel and dial-in using the 

information on this screen. The phone number to call is 

1-866-901-6455 and the access code is 726-602-047#. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



SLIDE 4 – VIRTUAL PUBLIC MEEITNG TECHNICAL 

INFORMATION #3 

 

Questions and comments will be addressed at the end of 

the presentation but can be entered into the chat feature 

at any time during the meeting. Just click on “Questions” 

in the control panel and you can type your question. This 

presentation will also be available on the project website 

at www.citruscountywastewatertfa.com. Further 

questions and comments can be summitted by calling the 

project hotline at (352) 269-6440 or by emailing 

info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com. 

We will now begin the presentation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com


 

SLIDE 5 – CITRUS COUNTY’S NATURAL RESOURCES 

 

Citrus County is home to some amazing natural wonders, 

several First Magnitude Florida Outstanding Springs 

including: Homosassa, Chassahowitzka, and the Crystal 

River/Kings Bay springs group.  

These springs are made up of a total of nearly 100 

individual springs. 

The springs are feed from one of the most unique 

sources of groundwater in the world, the Upper Floridan 

Aquifer, which is also the source of your drinking-water.  

These natural wonders have generated tourism in our 

county since the 1800’s and its estimated that they draw 

500,000 people a year to Citrus County. 

This influx of visitors fuels our local economy and our 

local businesses. In 2019 tourism brought in $270 million 

in revenue to the County. 

As you can imagine many of these visitors came to the 

springs to watch our world-famous sea cows or 

manatees.  



 

SLIDE 6 – SEPTIC SYSTEMS & THE ENVIRONMENT 

As Citrus County has developed over the decades, septic 

systems were installed as our primary method to dispose 

of the sewage generated from private residences. 

There are approximately 41,000 septic systems currently 

installed and in use in Citrus County.  

Most of these septic systems would be what is 

considered a “traditional septic system” which includes a 

septic tank and drain field.  

A traditional septic system, when installed correctly and 

maintained regularly, retains the solids in the tank and 

allows the liquids to drain out through the drain field, 

through the soil, and into the aquifer. These traditional 

septic systems provide minimal to no treatment of the 

liquid waste allowing a large quantity of nutrients like 

nitrogen to enter the aquifer. These nutrients can be 

thought of as a fertilizer that when present in the springs 

can result in algal blooms.  

Advanced septic systems include enhancements such as 

mechanical features like pumps and aerators in the 

septic tanks and biological media in the drain field that 



enhance the uptake of nutrients before they enter the 

groundwater.  

SLIDE 7 – SEPTIC SYSTEMS & THE ENVIRONMENT 

No matter how the sewage from your house is treated 

and disposed of there is still some amount of nitrogen 

that goes back into the environment.  

As you can see on this slide, the effluent from a standard 

septic system will include approximately 40 mg/l of 

nitrogen. 

The advanced septic system does a better job at 

eliminating nitrogen and the typical effluent includes 

approximately 15 mg/l of nitrogen.  

However, the best method of treating our sewage is by 

sending it to a wastewater treatment plant where here in 

Citrus County the effluent coming out of the wastewater 

treatment plants is as low as 3 mg/l of nitrogen.  

Remember, not only is this nitrogen fueling algal blooms 

in our springs, as shown in this graphic, but its also 

affecting the quality of our drinking water whether that 

comes from a well in your yard or from a potable water 

drinking system.  

 



 

 

SLIDE 8 – SO WHAT IS FDEP DOING ABOUT THIS ISSUE 

FDEP has studied both the Crystal River/Kings Bay Springs 

and the Chassahowitzka/Homosassa Springs to 

determine what is causing the algal blooms and the 

overall deterioration of groundwater quality in the 

springs. The study identified the area of influence for 

each spring system, shown on this figure by the dark 

black lines. 

Their initial study identified the sources of nitrogen that 

are impacting the springs and set a Total Maximum Daily 

Load or TMDL for the springs. The TMDL is the maximum 

amount of a pollutant allowed to enter a water body.  

After completing the TMDL study, FDEP completed a 

second study called the Basin Management Action Plan 

or BMAP. The BMAP identifies the actions that must be 

taken to reduce the amount of nitrogen entering the 

groundwater and thus the springs. The development of a 

BMAP for each Outstanding Florida Spring in the State 

was required by the State Legislature. The final BMAPs 

have been accepted by the FDEP and have been signed 

into law. Entities like Citrus County are now required, by 



law, to work to achieve the requirements set out in the 

BMAP.  

Within each BMAP planning area shown by the dark 

black line in the figure, there is a smaller area that is of 

the most concern to the FDEP because it has been shown 

to have the most immediate impact on the springs. These 

areas are called the Priority Focus Areas or PFAs and are 

shown as the colored areas on this figure.  

If the County identifies projects within the PFA that can 

reduce the amount of nitrogen entering the groundwater 

they are eligible for funding through the FDEP and the 

Southwest Florida Water Management District. This 

funding offsets the overall costs of these projects and 

reduces the impacts to the County and its residents.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

SLIDE 9 – BMAP OBJECTIVES  

The BMAP has several objectives that include reducing 

the overall level of nutrients entering the springs from all 

sources but also specifically from traditional septic 

systems.  

The BMAP also requires local governments to 

recommend areas to be served by advanced septic 

systems or sewer systems.  

In areas where sewer systems are to be used, the BMAP 

requires that the needed infrastructure improvements, 

to accommodate the new wastewater flows, be 

identified.  

Another important requirement of the BMAP is that 

public entities, like Citrus County, are required to 

develop an implementation plan that minimizes costs 

and prioritizes areas to be served by sewer or advanced 

septic systems. 

As noted previously, these BMAP objectives have been 

signed into law by the State’s legislature and Governor 



and Citrus County is required to comply with these 

objectives. 

 

SLIDE 10 – NITROGEN SOURCES 

As noted on the previous slide, FDEP has identified the 

sources of nitrogen that are causing the degradation of 

the groundwater quality in Citrus County’s Springs. These 

3 graphs show that the sources include fertilizer, 

livestock waste, atmospheric deposition, wastewater 

treatment facilities, and septic systems.  

As you can see, the amount each source contributes to 

the pollution varies for each spring. For example, the 

major contributor in Kings Bay is septic systems while in 

Homosassa its livestock waste and in Chassahowitzka its 

farm fertilizer. 

Citrus County has implemented fertilizer ordinances that 

are meant to reduce the impacts to the springs from 

sports turfgrass and urban turfgrass fertilizers.  

The Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer 

Services, also known as FDACS, has implemented Best 

Management Practices to reduce the quantity of 

nitrogen coming from farm fertilizer and livestock waste.  



Citrus County is also working to upgrade all of its 

wastewater treatment facilities to meet the BMAP 

requirements and has started this study, the Wastewater 

Treatment Feasibility Analysis, to set in motion a plan to 

reduce the impacts from septic systems.  

 

 

 

 

  



SLIDE 11 – BMAP GOALS & REQUIREMENTS 

As we noted previously, one of the major goals of the 

BMAP is to develop a cost-effective plan to reduce the 

amount of nitrogen going to our springs.  

The BMAP specifically requires that all wastewater 

treatment facilities within the BMAP area limit the 

amount of nitrogen that they discharge.  

Similarly, the BMAP places limits on the installation of 

new advanced septic systems within the PFA and 

requires that a plan be developed to reduce nitrogen 

coming from septic systems within the PFA. 

As shown in this graph the BMAP sets out a goal for the 

total amount of nitrogen in pounds that must be 

removed from the groundwater in order to achieve the 

TMDL thus improving the quality of our groundwater and 

the springs. This is represented by the black bar in the 

graph and is 274,000 lbs of Nitrogen per year for Kings 

Bay/Crystal River springs.  

Additionally, the BMAP provides both a high estimate, 

represented by the dark blue bar, and low estimate, 

represented by the lighter blue bar, for how much 

nitrogen is required to be removed by eliminating or 

upgrading septic systems.  



The BMAPs were adopted in June of 2018 and were 

effective as law as of January of 2019.  

Citrus County is currently implementing several projects 

and planning for future projects to meet the 

requirements of the BMAP.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SLIDE 12 – FDEP WASTEWATER TREATMENT FEASIBLITY 

ANALYSIS OR THE WWTFA 

The FDEP provided a grant to the nine Florida Counties 

that have Class I Outstanding Florida Springs, including 

Citrus County, to develop a plan to reduce the amount of 

nitrogen going to the springs from septic systems. This 

plan is called the Wastewater Treatment Feasibility 

Analysis.   

The plan had specific requirements that included: 

Inventorying existing septic systems; documenting 

wastewater system needs to meet the BMAP 

requirements; identifying septic systems within the PFA 

that required remediation; developing a cost model for 

the plan; developing a recommended alternative; 

identifying the resultant environmental benefit; 

developing a final report; and developing a public 

education and communication plan that will help the 

residents understand the issues and process for 

addressing the issues.  

 

 

 



SLIDE 13 – PROJECT AREAS 

Using a computer software system called Geographic 

Information System or GIS we broke the area within the 

PFA down into smaller project areas as shown on this 

map.  

We then developed an environmental scoring criterion 

that ranked each project area based on the average age 

of septic tanks within that project area and the amount 

of nitrogen that each project area contributes to the 

groundwater on a per acre basis.  

The result was that each of the project areas received a 

score between 1 and 5 with 5 meaning that the project 

area was the most critical and 1 meaning that the area 

was least critical.  

As you can see on this map, areas ranked as 4 and 5 are 

prevalent on both the east side of the County which is, 

furthest away from the springs and west side of the 

County which is closest to the springs.  

The takeaway message here is that we are all negatively 

impacting the quality of the groundwater and the 

springs.  

 



SLIDE 14 – PROJECT PHASING 

After the environmental scoring was completed for each 

project area, a phasing plan had to be developed in 

accordance with the BMAP requirements.  

The phasing plan took into account the environmental 

scores as well as other constraints, such as, the proximity 

of the project area to an existing sewer system.  

The phasing plan identified four phases and 160 project 

areas that can be implemented to achieve the BMAP’s 

nitrogen reduction goals.  

This figure shows the phasing from the most immediate 

to be implemented, shown in dark blue, to the least 

immediate to be implemented, shown in the lightest 

blue.  

We have also identified many of the common subdivision 

names on this map for your reference.  

 

 

 

 

 



SLIDE 15 – PHASE 1 PROJECTS 

This table shows projects that qualified to be included in 

Phase 1 of the project’s septic-to-sewer program.  

This table does not present the projects in order of 

implementation. 

The table shows that the Phase 1 plan will eliminate 

3,350 septic systems and achieve 22,888 nitrogen credits.  

Several of these project areas are currently in design 

including projects for the Cambridge Greens subdivision 

and multiple projects in Old Homosassa.  

The County does not have a set timetable for the 

implementation of the Phase 1 projects and the overall 

timing will be heavily predicated upon the availability of 

funding from FDEP and the Southwest Florida Water 

Management District.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



SLIDE 16 – PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PROCESS 

As we noted one of the requirements of the project was 

to develop a public education and communication plan.  

The County developed a public involvement plan early on 

and used that plan to lead its efforts.  

This included using its database of stakeholders to notify 

them about this project and public meetings.  

We developed a public website that explains the purpose 

of the project and provides pertinent information about 

the project. 

On the website we have published one public survey 

which closed on January 25. We will publish a second 

survey about a week after this meeting. The surveys are 

meant to gauge the publics knowledge of the issues 

surrounding the springs and this project. We would like 

your participation in the next survey. 

 

 

 

 

 



SLIDE 17 – NEXT STEPS 

So, as we move forward with the implementation of this 

project, there are several steps that must executed in 

order to complete this project.  

First, as previously noted, a second survey will be 

published within a week to obtain more input about this 

project from the public.  

In March we plan to hold a second virtual public meeting, 

like this one, to solicit further input from the community.  

Between now and March, we will complete our cost 

estimating for each project, each phase, and the overall 

program. Along with estimating the costs, we will be 

developing plans on how the projects can be funded and 

will identify sources of grant funding.  

In April we plan to present the plan to the Board of 

County Commissioners for their approval with a goal of 

finalizing the report in May of this year.  

 

 

 

 



 

SLIDE 18 – QUESTIONS 

This concludes the presentation phase of this meeting. 

You will note that this slide includes the link to the 

project website for the Citrus County Wastewater 

Treatment Feasibility Analysis. Please be sure to check 

back in the coming weeks and months for updates about 

the project and upcoming meetings.  

Also, this presentation along with the subsequent 

question and answer session will be posted to the project 

website for your use.  

Please feel free to pass along this information to your 

neighbors so that they too can be informed about this 

project which is critical to restoring the quality of your 

drinking water and the springs and to ensuring that 

Citrus County and its businesses will thrive from springs 

related tourism.  

We will now open the meeting up to any questions that 

you may have. 

The mediator will read questions as they have been 

submitted and our technical team will provide answers. 

  



Wastewater 

Treatment Facility 

Feasibility Analysis
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COVID-19- Pandemic Measures 

VIRTUAL PUBLIC 

MEETING TECHNICAL 

INFORMATION
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To access the meeting by 
telephone, please dial the 
following phone number and 

enter the access code below 
when prompted:

Phone Number: 1-877-309-2074

Access Code: 916-180-496#

VIRTUAL PUBLIC 

MEETING TECHNICAL 

INFORMATION

3SLIDE /
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VIRTUAL PUBLIC 

MEETING TECHNICAL 

INFORMATION

Questions and comments will be 
addressed at the end of the 
presentation but can be entered 

into the chat feature at any time 
during the meeting. 

Project Website: 
www.citruscountywastewatertfa.com

Project Hotline: 
(352) 269-6440

Email Address: 
info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com

4SLIDE /



• Home to Homosassa, 

Chassahowitzka, and Crystal 

River/Kings Bay springs group

• Nearly 100 springs in total

• Fed from Upper Floridan aquifer 

groundwater – our drinking water source

• Tourism since early 1800s, drawing 

500,000 people/year to Citrus County

• In 2019, tourism brought $270 million 

in revenue

• 43% of visitors came for 

"manatee watching"

CITRUS COUNTY’S 

NATURAL RESOURCES

Homosassa Springs1947
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SEPTIC SYSTEMS 

& THE ENVIRONMENT

6

• Approximately 41,000 septic 

systems currently installed

• Traditional septic system 

consists of septic tank and 

drain field

• Proper installation above 

water table

• Regular maintenance

• Little wastewater treatment (N)

• Advanced septic systems 

include enhancements in 

tank/drain field

• Proper installation

• Regular maintenance

• Includes mechanical parts

• Higher level of treatment (N)

SLIDE /

How Septic Systems 

Impact Springs

Septic Tank 
(solids only)

Filtration

Excessive 
Nitrates

Aquifer

Excessive 
Algae Growth

Spring

Your Drinking 
Water Well

Drain field – min. treatment

Level of Nitrogen (N) discharge:

• 40 mg/l – standard septic system
• 15 – advanced septic system
• 3 – wastewater treatment plants
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FDEP INITIATIVES

What is a TMDL (Total Maximum 

Daily Load)?

• Maximum amount of a pollutant 

allowed to enter a water body

• 0.23 mg/l for Nitrate

What is a BMAP (Basin 

Management Action Plan)?

• Plans developed to reduce 

pollutants in water bodies in order 

to meet the TMDL

What is a PFA (Priority Focus 

Area)?

• Most critical area within the BMAP

• Projects within this area can 

receive funding from the FDEP and 

SWFWMD

King’s Bay 
BMAP Area

Chassahowitzka-
Homosassa
BMAP Area

Chassahowitzka-
Homosassa

Priority Focus Areas

King’s Bay 
Priority Focus Area
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NITROGEN SOURCES

12%

5%

13%

3%

43%

8%

16%

Kings Bay

18%

24%

14%
1%

16%

24%

3%

Homosassa

24%

11%

16%
3%

15%

19%

12%

Chassahowitzka

Sports turfgrass 
fertilizer

Atmospheric 
deposition

Urban turfgrass 
fertilizer

Wastewater 
treatment facilities

Farm fertilizer

Septic systems

Livestock waste
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Study funded by FDEP for 9 

counties with Class I Outstanding 

Florida Springs (OFS)

FDEP WASTEWATER 

TREATMENT FEASIBILITY 

ANALYSIS
Inventory existing 
septic systems

Document wastewater 
system needed to meet 
BMAP requirements

Identify septic systems 
within PFA that require 
remediation

Develop cost model

Develop a 
recommended 
alternative

Identify the 
environmental benefit

Develop final report

01 02 03 04

05 06 07
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Develop a public 
education and 
communication plan

08
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King’s Bay 
BMAP Area

Chassahowitzka-

Homosassa
BMAP Area

Environmental scoring criteria 

used to develop project areas

• Within the PFAs

• Nitrogen load per acre

• Average age of septic system

• Scored from least (1) to most (5) 

critical

PROJECT AREAS

1

2

3

4

5

(488)

(40)

(35)

(18)

(17)
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Project phasing based on 

environmental score and 

availability of existing 

infrastructure

• Scored from most (1) to 

least (4) immediate

PROJECT PHASING

1

2

3

4

(18)

(70)

(18)

(53)

11SLIDE /
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Project Area Septic Tanks Eliminated Nitrogen Credits Construction Cost

Fairview Estates 360 2,825 $13,606,000

Cambridge Greens 303 2,445 $7,800,000

Hill Top 253 2,266 $12,111,000

Citrus Springs 287 2,156 $5,931,000

Presidential Estates 246 1,878 $7,454,000

Parsons Point 238 1,830 $8,767,000

Parsons Point 198 1,628 $4,926,000

Celina Hills 185 1,549 $6,924,000

Eldorado Estates 79 659 $3,407,000

Sugarmill Woods East 44 409 $2,790,000

Kenwood North 48 370 $1,076,000

Old Homosassa (Garcia Point) 152 1,090 $2,905,000

Old Homosassa (Downtown East) 181 797 $9,756,000

Old Homosassa (Mason Creek) 122 723 $5,287,000

Old Homosassa (Downtown West) 89 559 $4,893,000

Old Homosassa (Garcia South) 86 517 $4,067,000

Old Homosassa (Northeast) 65 474 $3,385,000

Old Homosassa (Hancock) 61 387 $2,980,000

Old Homosassa (Westview) 61 363 $2,903,000

Old Homosassa Subtotal 817 4,910 $36,176,000

Total 3,058 22,888 $110,968,000

PHASE 1 PROJECTS

Note: Not in order of execution
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Phase Number Parcels
Septic Tanks 
Eliminated

Nitrogen 
Credits

Construction  Costs 
(excluding on lot costs)

Phase 1 5,125 3,058 22,888 $110,968,000

Phase 2 21,462 6,369 55,110 $422,253,000

Phase 3 2,755 1,743 12,957 $64,768,000

Phase 4 15,384 5,647 48,734 $381,527,000

Total 44,726 16,817 139,689 $979,516,000

13SLIDE /

COSTS PER PHASE
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OVERALL PROJECT 

COSTS

14

• Average cost per parcel in 

Phase 1 = $21,652

• Overall project costs and 

cost to each resident can be 

reduced through the use of 

grant funding 

• Grants can range in value 

from several $100,000 to 

millions of dollars

SLIDE /

             
Property Line
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GRANT FUNDING 

OPPORTUNITIES 

15

Florida Department of 

Environmental Protection (FDEP)

• Springs Initiative

• Other potential sources

Southwest Florida Water 

Management District 

• Cooperative Funding Initiative

State Legislature 

• Legislative Budget Request

Florida Department of Economic 

Opportunity (DEO)

• Community Development Block 

Grant

SLIDE /

Property Line
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HOW DO 

HOMEOWNERS GET 

CHARGED? 

Net Construction Costs (NCC) = 

Total construction cost of each 

project minus grant funding

Homeowner Charge (HOC) = 

(Net Construction Costs divided 

by the number of parcels 

served) plus connection charge

Homeowner also responsible for 

on lot connection 

Example:

NCC = $7,800,000 - $5,349,000

NCC = $2,451,000

HOC = ($2,451,000/330) + $2,745

HOC = $10,172

16SLIDE /

             
Property Line
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HOW DO 

HOMEOWNERS PAY 

THEIR PORTION? 

17SLIDE /

01

Direct one-time 

payment

$

02

Addition to tax bill, 

paid over 10 years

$ $ $

or
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NEW SEPTIC SYSTEM 

REQUIREMENTS

18SLIDE /

King’s Bay 
BMAP Area

Chassahowitzka-
Homosassa
BMAP Area

Chassahowitzka-
Homosassa

Priority Focus Area

Required per the BMAP (Basin 

Management Action Plan)

• Within the Priority Focus Area 

(PFA)

• No new traditional septic systems 

allowed on lots equal to or 

smaller than 1 acre –

immediately 

• When septic system repaired or 

replaced, advanced system 

required – begins in 2024 

King’s Bay 
Priority Focus Area
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Septic Tank Drain field area

Woodchips/64E-6.009(7)(a)11. Soil Mix Denitrification Media

Unsaturated slightly limited soil and ≥6” to seasonal high-water table

Unsaturated Nitrification soil per 64E-6.009(7)(a)10.

≥12”

≥12” ≥18”

4-6”

≥12”

≥6”

TYPES OF ADVANCED 

SEPTIC SYSTEMS

In-ground nitrogen-reducing 

biofilters (INRBs):

• Like traditional septic system

• Contains nitrogen-reducing 

media in drain field 

• Septic tank must be pumped out 

and filter cleaned every 3-5 years

• Requires bio-media to be 

replaced every 10 years unless 

proven to still be effective 
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Advantages

• Provides on-site nitrogen reduction 

and approved by FDEP and FDOH

• Property owner does not need to 

contract with a maintenance entity

• Does not require an operating permit

• Can be used with existing septic tank 

• Does not require power to operate

• Grant funding may be available

Disadvantages

• Requires more space than traditional 

septic system

• If insufficient depth to the SHWT, earth 

mounding needed and pumps may be 

required
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Drain field

Required Total Nitrogen Removal ≥ 65% is separation < 24” 

Required Total Nitrogen Removal ≥ 50% is separation ≥ 24”

Seasonal high-water table

Sewage
Aeration Chamber

Recycle for Denitrification

TYPES OF ADVANCED 

SEPTIC SYSTEMS

Aerobic Treatment Units (ATUs):

• Multi-tank/multi-chamber system 

• Aerator in system enhances 

nitrification 

• Required to be designed to meet 

national standard (NSF 245)

• List of approved ATUs available 

from FDOH

• Must enter into maintenance 

contract with approved 

maintenance entity 
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Advantages

• Provides on-site nitrogen 

reduction and approved by FDEP 

and FDOH

• Requires less space than INRBs

• Grant funding may be available 

for homeowners

Disadvantages

• Must contract with maintenance entity 

• If insufficient depth to the SHWT, earth 

mounding needed and pumps may be 

required
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Drain field

Required Total Nitrogen Removal ≥ 65% is separation < 24” 

Required Total Nitrogen Removal ≥ 50% is separation ≥ 24”

Seasonal high-water table

Sewage
Aeration Tank

Recirculation

Reactive / 

Media Filter

TYPES OF ADVANCED 

SEPTIC SYSTEMS

Performance-based treatment 

systems (PBTSs):

• Multi-tank/multi-chamber system 

• Used when insufficient space 

available for other systems

• Provide highest level of treatment 

/ highest quality effluent

• Must be designed by a licensed 

Professional Engineer

• Must enter into maintenance 

contract with approved 

maintenance entity 

Advantages

• Provides on-site nitrogen 

reduction and approved by FDEP 

and FDOH

• Can be designed for compact 

sites

• Grant funding may be available 

for homeowners
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Disadvantages

• High initial costs

• Requires an operating permit

• Must contract with maintenance entity 

• Requires power

• High annual operating costs
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Item
Gravity Sewer 

Collection System
INRB ATU

Sewer System Costs $23,000 - -

Sewer System 

Connection Fee
$2,745 - -

On-Lot Cost $3,500 $14,500 $18,500

Annualized O&M $541 $1,265 $1,315

Present Worth Costs $48,149 $59,366 $65,130

SUMMARY OF COSTS
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Summary of costs based on 

generalized project for an 

individual property

Key takeaways:

• Gravity sewer most expensive 

up-front costs and requires 

connection fee

• Gravity sewer has least 

expensive annual O&M which 

includes sewer bill, 

replacement, and present worth 

costs

• ATU has highest annual, 

replacement, and present worth 

costs 



Adhering to requirements of State law 

passed as part of the BMAP process

Improve the health of our groundwater, 

which is our drinking water source

Improve the health of our springs

• 500,000 visitors each year

• $270M in revenue in 2019

Increase property value

Provides you with more useable property 

(applicable to sewer system conversions 

only)

BENEFITS OF THE WWTFA 

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATIONS 
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QUESTIONS?



SLIDE 1 – COVER  

 

Welcome to the second open house for the Citrus County 

Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis. For the rest 

of this presentation, we will reference the Wastewater 

Treatment Feasibility Analysis as the project 

My name is Dennis Davis and I’m a professional engineer 

with Wright-Pierce, the engineering consulting company 

that is working with Citrus County to develop the project. 

The goal of this meeting is to summarize the information 

provided during the first public meeting, discuss the 

various phases of the septic to sewer program, the 

requirements for upgrading septic systems for those 

people who do not get connected to sewer, and the costs 

for and how residents can pay for these connections and 

upgrades.  

Following the prerecorded portion of this meeting. We 

will open the meeting up to a live question and answer 

session.  

This presentation and the subsequent question and 

answer session is being recorded and will be posted to 

the project’s website within a few business days. A link to 



the project website will be provided at the end of this 

presentation. 

 

  



SLIDE 2 – VIRTUAL PUBLIC MEETING TECHNICAL 

INFORMATION #1 

• Before we start the presentation, I will share a few 

items regarding this Workshop Format. 

• Due to the State of Emergency declared by Governor 

DeSantis, as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, this 

meeting is being held virtually and not in-person.  

• We are using the GoToWebinar meeting platform for 

the meeting.  

• On your computer or device screen, you should see 

something that looks like this in the upper-right 

corner.  

• To listen to the meeting, your computer or device 

speakers are selected by default. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SLIDE 3 – VIRTUAL PUBLIC MEETING TECHNICAL 

INFORMATION #2 

 

If you prefer to listen by phone, select “Phone Call” in the 

Audio pane of the control panel and dial-in using the 

information on this screen. The phone number to call is 

1-877-309-2074 and the access code is 916-180-496#. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



SLIDE 4 – VIRTUAL PUBLIC MEEITNG TECHNICAL 

INFORMATION #3 

 

Questions and comments will be addressed at the end of 

the presentation but can be entered into the questions 

feature at any time during the meeting. Just click on 

“Questions” in the control panel and you can type your 

question. This presentation will also be available on the 

project website at www.citruscountywastewatertfa.com. 

Further questions and comments can be summitted by 

calling the project hotline at (352) 269-6440 or by 

emailing info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com. 

We will now begin the presentation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com


 

SLIDE 5 – CITRUS COUNTY’S NATURAL RESOURCES 

 

Citrus County is home to some amazing natural wonders, 

several First Magnitude Florida Outstanding Springs 

including: Homosassa, Chassahowitzka, and the Crystal 

River/Kings Bay springs group.  

The springs are feed from one of the most unique 

sources of groundwater in the world, the Upper Floridan 

Aquifer, which is also the source of your drinking-water.  

It’s estimated that these natural wonders draw 500,000 

people a year to Citrus County. 

This influx of visitors fuels our local economy and our 

local businesses. In 2019 tourism brought in $270 million 

in revenue to the County. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SLIDE 6 – SEPTIC SYSTEMS & THE ENVIRONMENT 

As Citrus County has developed over the decades, septic 

systems were installed as our primary method to dispose 

of the sewage generated from private residences. 

There are approximately 41,000 septic systems currently 

installed and in use in Citrus County.  

Most of these septic systems would be what is 

considered a “traditional septic system” which includes a 

septic tank and drain field.  

A traditional septic system, when installed correctly and 

maintained regularly, retains the solids in the tank and 

allows the liquids to drain out through the drain field, 

through the soil, and into the aquifer. These traditional 

septic systems provide minimal to no treatment of the 

liquid waste allowing a large quantity of nutrients like 

nitrogen to enter the aquifer. These nutrients can be 

thought of as a fertilizer that when present in the springs 

can result in algal blooms.  

Advanced septic systems include enhancements such as, 

mechanical components like pumps and aerators in the 

septic tanks and biological media in the drain field that 

enhance the uptake of nutrients before they enter the 

groundwater.  



No matter how the sewage from your house is treated 

and disposed of, there is still some amount of nitrogen 

that goes back into the environment.  

As you can see on this slide, the effluent from a standard 

septic system will include approximately 40 mg/l of 

nitrogen. 

The advanced septic system does a better job at 

eliminating nitrogen and the typical effluent includes 

approximately 15 mg/l of nitrogen.  

However, the best method of treating our sewage is by 

sending it to a wastewater treatment plant where here in 

Citrus County the effluent coming out of the wastewater 

treatment plants is as low as 3 mg/l of nitrogen.  

Remember, not only is this nitrogen fueling algal blooms 

in our springs, as shown in this graphic, but it’s also 

affecting the quality of our drinking water, whether that 

comes from a well in your yard or from a potable water 

drinking system.  

 

 

 

 



SLIDE 8 – SO WHAT IS FDEP DOING ABOUT THIS ISSUE 

FDEP has studied both the Crystal River/Kings Bay Springs 

and the Chassahowitzka/Homosassa Springs to 

determine what is causing the algal blooms and the 

overall deterioration of groundwater quality in the 

springs. The study identified the area of influence for 

each spring system, shown on this figure by the dark 

black lines. 

Their initial study identified the sources of nitrogen that 

are impacting the springs and set a Total Maximum Daily 

Load or TMDL for the springs. The TMDL is the maximum 

amount of a pollutant allowed to enter a water body.  

After completing the TMDL study, FDEP completed a 

second study called the Basin Management Action Plan 

or BMAP. The BMAP identifies the actions that must be 

taken to reduce the amount of nitrogen entering the 

groundwater and thus the springs. The development of a 

BMAP for each Outstanding Florida Spring in the State 

was required by the State Legislature. The final BMAPs 

have been accepted by the FDEP and have been signed 

into law. Entities like Citrus County are now required to 

work to achieve the requirements set out in the BMAP.  



Within each BMAP planning area shown by the dark 

black line in the figure, there is a smaller area that is of 

the most concern to the FDEP because it has been shown 

to have the most immediate impact on the springs. These 

areas are called the Priority Focus Areas or PFAs and are 

shown as the colored areas on this figure.  

 

 

SLIDE 9 – NITROGEN SOURCES 

FDEP has identified the sources of nitrogen that are 

causing the degradation of the groundwater quality in 

Citrus County’s Springs. These 3 graphs show that the 

sources include fertilizer, livestock waste, atmospheric 

deposition, wastewater treatment facilities, and septic 

systems.  

As you can see, the amount each source contributes to 

the pollution varies for each spring. For example, the 

major contributor in Kings Bay is septic systems while in 

Homosassa its livestock waste and in Chassahowitzka its 

farm fertilizer. 



Citrus County has implemented fertilizer ordinances that 

are meant to reduce the impacts to the springs from 

sports turfgrass and urban turfgrass fertilizers.  

The Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer 

Services, also known as FDACS, has implemented Best 

Management Practices to reduce the quantity of 

nitrogen coming from farm fertilizer and livestock waste.  

Citrus County is also working to upgrade all of its 

wastewater treatment facilities to meet the BMAP 

requirements and has started this study, the Wastewater 

Treatment Feasibility Analysis, to set in motion a plan to 

reduce the impacts from septic systems.  

 

 

 

SLIDE 9 – FDEP WASTEWATER TREATMENT FEASIBLITY 

ANALYSIS  

The FDEP provided a grant to Citrus County, to develop a 

plan to reduce the amount of nitrogen going to the 

springs from septic systems. This plan is called the 

Wastewater Treatment Feasibility Analysis.   



The plan had specific requirements that included: 

Inventorying existing septic systems; documenting 

wastewater system needs to meet the BMAP 

requirements; identifying septic systems within the PFA 

that required remediation; developing a cost model for 

the plan; developing a recommended alternative; 

identifying the resultant environmental benefit; 

developing a final report; and developing a public 

education and communication plan that will help the 

residents understand the issues and process for 

addressing the issues.  

 

 

SLIDE 10 – PROJECT AREAS – ENVIRONMENTAL SCORING 

Using a computer software system called Geographic 

Information System or GIS we broke the area within the 

PFA down into smaller project areas as shown on this 

map.  

We then developed an environmental scoring criterion 

that ranked each project area based on the average age 

of septic tanks within that project area and the amount 

of nitrogen that each project area contributes to the 

groundwater on a per acre basis.  



The result was that each of the project areas received a 

score between 1 and 5 with 5 meaning that the project 

area was the most critical and 1 meaning that the area 

was least critical.  

As you can see on this map, areas ranked as 4 and 5 are 

prevalent on both the east side of the County which is, 

furthest away from the springs and west side of the 

County which is closest to the springs.  

The takeaway message here is that we are all negatively 

impacting the quality of the groundwater and the 

springs.  

 

SLIDE 11 – PROJECT PHASING 

After the environmental scoring was completed for each 

project area, a phasing plan had to be developed in 

accordance with the BMAP requirements.  

The phasing plan took into account the environmental 

scores as well as other constraints, such as, the proximity 

of the project area to an existing sewer system.  

The phasing plan identified four phases and 159 project 

areas that can be implemented to achieve the BMAP’s 

nitrogen reduction goals.  



This figure shows the phasing from the most immediate 

to be implemented, shown in dark blue, to the least 

immediate to be implemented, shown in the lightest 

blue.  

We have also identified many of the common subdivision 

names on this map for your reference.  

 

 

 

 

 

SLIDE 12 – PHASE 1 PROJECTS 

This table shows projects that qualified to be included in 

Phase 1 of the project’s septic-to-sewer program.  

This table does not present the projects in order of 

implementation. 

The table shows that the Phase 1 plan will eliminate 

3,058 existing septic systems, achieve 22,925 nitrogen 

credits, and cost approximately $111,000,000 to 

implement.  



Several of these projects are currently in design including 

projects for the Cambridge Greens subdivision and 

multiple projects in Old Homosassa.  

The County does not have a set timetable for the 

implementation of the Phase 1 projects and the overall 

timing will be heavily predicated upon the availability of 

funding from FDEP and the Southwest Florida Water 

Management District.  

 

 

 

SLIDE 13 – PROJECT COSTS PER PHASE 

On the previous slide we showed the costs per project 

area for phase 1. We have also developed costs for each 

project in each phase for the entire septic-to-sewer 

program. For simplicity we have provided a summary of 

the 159 project areas by phase on this table.  

When fully implemented the septic-to-sewer program 

will serve a total of 44,726 parcels, have eliminated 

16,817 existing septic systems, earned 139,689 nitrogen 

credits, and cost almost $980 million.  

 



SLIDE 14 – OVERALL PROJECT COSTS 

It is obviously very important to understand how this will 

impact property owners.  

Based on our planning level costs, the average cost per 

parcel in Phase 1 is $21,652. However, it is important to 

recognize that it is currently the County’s plan to only 

implement projects for which they receive grant funding 

in order to offset the overall project costs. When grant 

funding is received it reduces the overall project costs 

and the cost for each property owner.  

Grants can range from several $100,000 to millions of 

dollars.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SLIDE 15 – GRANT FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES 

There are several agencies that provide grant funding 

assistance for septic-to-sewer projects. These include the 

Florida Department of Environmental Protection, the 

Southwest Florida Water Management District, the State 

Legislature, and the Florida Department of Economic 

Opportunity.  

Each of these grant programs have different project 

requirements, provide different levels of funding, and 

have different project requirements in order to be 

selected for funding. Additionally, all of these funding 

sources have limited funding each fiscal year and the 

grant selection process is competitive thus grant money 

is not always guaranteed.   

However, the County’s staff is very familiar with these 

programs and has already secured well over ten million 

dollars in funding for similar projects over the last 5 

years.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

SLIDE 16 – HOW DO PROPERTY OWNERS GET CHARGED 

So how much will property owners ultimately be charged 

for connection to the sewer in accordance with the State 

Mandated BMAP plan? We have provided this example, 

however, it is important to recognize that this is only an 

example and that the actual costs will be based on the 

actual construction costs and grants received.  

The Net Construction Costs (NCC) is equal to the total 

construction bid prices received during a competitive bid 

minus the actual grant funding received from the funding 

agencies.  

The Homeowner Charge (HOC) is equal to the NCC 

divided by the number of parcels that the project will 

serve plus the connection charge.  

As you can see we have provided an example on this 

slide. In this case the estimated construction cost is $7.8 

million and the County has received over $5.3 million in 

grant funding. Thus, the NCC is $2,451,000. The HOC is 

then calculated by dividing the NCC of $2,451,000 by 330 



parcels which equals $7,427 we then add the $2,745 

connection fee to that for a total HOC of $10,172.  

Please keep in mind that the homeowner is still 

responsible for their on-lot costs of abandoning their 

septic tank and connecting to the sewer system. 

The County understands that this is a huge burden for 

each property owner and is doing everything that It can 

to reduce the project costs while meeting the State 

mandated BMAP requirements.  

 

SLIDE 17 – HOW DO HOMEOWNERS PAY THEIR PORTION 

There are currently two methods available to 

homeowners to pay their septic-to-sewer conversion 

charge. 

First the homeowner could make a onetime lump sum 

payment for the connection fee. We realize that some 

homeowners may not wish to or be able to make a lump 

sum payment.  

Thus, the County has also set up a program where the 

homeowner charge can be added to your tax bill over a 

10-year period. The homeowner charge in this case will 

be divided by 10 and added to the tax bill each year for 



the next 10 years. This method of payment will also 

include a 6% interest rate on the HOC.  

It should be noted that two of the advantages of 

performing a septic-to-sewer conversion on your 

property is that it will increase the value of your home 

and that by eliminating the septic tank and drain field 

you will have more useable property area especially for 

those homes that rely on a mounded drain field.  

 

SLIDE 18 – NEW SEPTIC SYSTEM REQUIREMETNS 

We have focused much of our discussion today on septic 

to sewer conversions. However, as shown in the earlier 

slides there are large portions of the County that fall 

within the PFA where septic-to-sewer conversions are 

not planned. The map on this slide shows the BMAP 

outlines in black and the PFA areas in the shaded colors. 

Within the shaded PFA areas, you will note, that we have 

cross hatched areas which represent the septic to sewer 

conversion areas, that we discussed earlier in this 

presentation.  

The rest of the PFA areas, that are not part of the septic 

to sewer conversions, and are shown in the orange or 



blue color are also faced with BMAP requirements when 

it comes to their septic systems.  

As required by the BMAP, if a property owner is going to 

install a new septic system on a lot that is 1 acre or less in 

size they must install an Advanced Septic System. A 

traditional septic system is no longer allowed.  

Additionally, within five years of BMAP adoption which is 

the year 2024, if a traditional septic system on a property 

of any size within the PFA requires repair or replacement 

that septic system will be required to upgrade to an 

advanced septic system.   

 

 

 

SLIDE 19 – TYPES OF ADVANCED SEPTIC SYSTEMS 

There are three types of advanced septic systems that 

homeowners may consider. The first is in-ground 

nitrogen-reducing biofilters (INRBs).  

This system is most like a traditional septic system except 

that under the drain field there is material (wood chips) 

that allows the nitrogen in the wastewater to be 

reduced. With this system, you will be required to pump 



out your septic tank every 3-5 years and replace the 

media in the drain field every 10 years unless it can be 

proven to still be effective.  

The advantages of this system include: 

• Providing for on-site nitrogen reduction  

• Can be used with existing septic tank  

• Grant funding may be available 

The disadvantages of this system include: 

• Requires more space than traditional septic system 

• If insufficient depth to the SHWT exists then earth 

mounding is needed and pumps may be required 

 

SLIDE 20 – TYPES OF ADVANCED SEPTIC SYSTEMS 

The second type of advanced septic systems are Aerobic 

Treatment Units or ATUs.  

These systems are traditionally multi-tank or multi-

chamber systems that include an aeration system to 

enhance nitrogen reduction. These systems must meet 

NSF 245 which is a national standard and must be on 

FDOH’s approved ATU list. It is important to recognize 



that you will be required to enter into a maintenance 

contract when you have this type of system installed. 

The advantages of this system include: 

• Providing for on-site nitrogen reduction  

• Requires less space than INRBs 

• Grant funding may be available for homeowners 

The disadvantages of this system include: 

• Must contract with maintenance entity  

• If insufficient depth to the SHWT exists then earth 

mounding is needed and pumps may be required 

 

 

SLIDE 21 – TYPES OF ADVANCED SEPTIC SYSTEMS 

The third type of advanced septic systems is the 

Performance-based Treatment Systems. These are the 

most complicated of the systems and will mostly be used 

on very space limited sites or sites with high wastewater 

loads. Performance-based Treatment Systems are multi-

tank/multi-chamber systems that provide the highest 

level of treatment. However, they must be designed by a 

licensed professional engineer and you must enter into a 



maintenance contract with an approved maintenance 

entity for use of these systems. 

The advantages of this system include: 

• Providing for on-site nitrogen reduction  

• Can be designed for compact sites 

• Grant funding may be available for homeowners 

The disadvantages of this system include: 

• High initial costs 

• Requires an operating permit 

• Must contract with maintenance entity  

• Requires power 

• High annual operating costs 

 

SLIDE 22 – SUMMARY OF COSTS 

On this slide we present a generalized comparison of the 

estimated cost for these various types of conversion 

technologies associated with meeting the requirements 

of the State mandated BMAP.  

On the table you will note that we are comparing the 

costs for S2S conversions and two of the three advanced 



septic system options: INRB and ATU. We do not present 

the costs for the PBTSs because they require site specific 

design and the cost can be too wide ranging.  

This table is based on an individual property lot basis.  

The important takeaways from this table are that: 

1. Gravity sewers have the highest construction costs 

and require a connection fee 

2. ATUs have the highest Annual O&M costs 

3. When evaluated for the long term, considering all of 

the maintenance and replacement costs the gravity 

sewer collection system is the most economical 

system to install.  

 

 

SLIDE 23 – SUMMARY OF WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT 

Implementation of projects identified in the WWTFA are 

required by State Law in order for the County to meet 

the requirements of the BMAP and will have long lasting 

positive impacts to each property owner in Citrus 

County. The benefits of this program include the 

following:  



1. Improved health of our groundwater which is the 

source of your drinking water 

2. Improved health of our springs 

a. 500,000 visitors each year 

b. $270 M in revenue each year 

3. Increased property value as a result of these 

improvements, and  

4. For those lots where septic to sewer conversions will 

be performed it provides the property owner with 

more useable property 

 

SLIDE 24 – QUESTIONS 

With that we will conclude this second public 

presentation on the WWTFA. Please remember to visit 

the project website at the link shown on the righthand 

side of the screen. We will now respond to any 

questions.  



APPENDIX D
Public Survey Opinion - Acceptance



Wastewater 

Treatment Facility 

Feasibility Analysis

Public Survey Results

February 15, 2021
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INTRODUCTION
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In January 2020, Citrus County contracted with Wright-Pierce to

conduct the Citrus County Wastewater Feasibility Analysis, a study

being done to identify cost-effective options to improve water

quality throughout the County by remediation of existing septic

systems.

The Valerin Group, Inc. (Valerin) was included as a sub-consultant

to Wright-Pierce to conduct public outreach during the study,

including the development and facilitation of an independent and

objective public survey of residents and businesses within Citrus

County.

The survey was administered from Monday, December 14, 2020

through Friday, January 15, 2021. The following document is the

final report which outlines the survey process, implementation, and

analysis of raw data.
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The survey development process was a three-step process that helped

Valerin gather information, determine the relevant audience, identify the

survey methodology, and develop pertinent survey questions.

Step 1

Valerin worked with Wright-Pierce and Citrus County to clarify the goals

and objectives of the survey, determine desired outcomes and

priorities, define target audience and identify survey methods. A plan

and project timeline was developed to guide the project team.

Step 2

Given the audience size, Valerin identified a digital survey as the best

option for achieving project goals. The digital survey was accessible via

a hyperlink and QR code, which were accessible on the project

website.

Step 3

Since County-wide residents and businesses were identified as the

target group, Valerin worked with the County PIO to identify the most

effective communications tools to get word out about the survey.
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Constant Contact Email 

Citrus County maintains a Constant Contact Database of residents

who have previously communicated with the County through email

correspondence. The database contains 7,983 email addresses.

An email was distributed on:

12/21/20 with an open rate of 25 percent

1/12/21 with an open rate of 22 percent



SLIDE /

DISTRIBUTION 

METHODS
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Traditional News Release

A news release was 

distributed to 25 media 

partners including radio, 

television and newspapers, 

as well as senior County staff, 

County Commissioners and 

20 involved citizens. 

The news release was 

distributed two times during 

the open survey period:

12/21/20

1/5/21



SLIDE /

DISTRIBUTION 
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Social Media

The Citrus County Facebook page was 

also used to reach out to citizens. 

Eleven posts we made during the open 

survey period.

DATE: REACH: CLICKS

12/16/20 580 11

12/21/20 431 11

12/24/20 1,154 40

12/28/20 600 17

12/29/20 857 33

1/1/21 700 12

1/4/21 751 13

1/5/21 592 12

1/9/21 713 9

1/14/21 686 17

1/15/21 781 8

Post on social media garnered a 2.4% response rate.
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Section 1 of the survey asks a series of demographic and background 

questions. 

The information gathered from the demographic questions help the project 

team to gauge public opinion based on different groups of people within 

Citrus County. This information will be used as the project progresses only to 

help create communications and outreach activities, as well as project 

specific messaging, that will resonate with each audience. The information 

also allows the project team to compare the demographics of survey 

participants with the demographics of the County as a whole.

The information gathered from the background questions help the project 

team understand the general knowledge of respondent on the overall health 

of the springs and the actions taken by the state of Florida to limit 

degradation in the future, as well as knowledge of this project.

Generally, the finding indicate respondent demographics are comparable to 

the overall demographics of Citrus County. The majority of respondents are 

concerned with the health and water quality of the springs and understand 

that protecting the health and quality of the springs protects drinking water 

supply and the environment. However, they do not understand the level of 

degradation to the springs, which may indicate more education is needed. 

The majority of respondent were not aware of this project but are in favor of 

the County initiating programs to preserve the health of the springs.
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Section 2 of the survey asks a series of questions related to septic 

systems. These questions provide the project team a better 

understanding of the knowledge people have in regard to their 

septic system.

The question were related to the age of their system, the type of 

system (traditional or advanced), if and how often their system is 

serviced and whether or not their system has been pumped out or 

replace.
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Section 3 of the survey asks a series of questions that provide the 

project team a better understanding of respondent’s knowledge of 

environmental impacts to Citrus County’s spring due to the use of 

septic systems, as well as their acceptability to upgrading their 

current system or switching to sewer knowing the impacts.
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Section 4 of the survey asks a series of questions related to the 

general acceptability of septic to sewer conversion within Citrus 

County.  
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QUESTION 1:

How long have you lived in 

Citrus County?
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RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification
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A majority (63%) of the 

respondents have lived in 

Citrus County for 11 years or 

longer with the highest 

percentage of respondents 

(28%) having lived in Citrus 

County for more than 20 

years. Less than three 

percent have lived in Citrus 

County for less than a year.
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QUESTION 2:

What type of home do you live 

in?

PUBLIC SURVEY 

RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis
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A majority – more than 87 

percent of respondents 

live in homes, while only 

8 percent live in mobile 

homes. The remaining 5 

percent of respondent 

either live in an 

apartment, condominium, 

townhome or other type 

of residents. 
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QUESTION 3:

Do you rent or own your home?
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Almost 97 percent of 

respondents have own

their home, with only 3 

percent that rent.
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QUESTION 4:

What zip code do you reside in?
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Evaluation & Analysis
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As you can see from the 

chart to the left, respondents 

came from every zip code in 

Citrus County but four 

(34423, 34441, 34445 and 

34447). 

The most respondents came 

from 34442, 34446 and 

34448, three of the most 

heavily populated areas 

within the County. 
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QUESTION 5:

What is your age?
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More than 75 percent of the 

respondents are 55 years of 

age or older, with the highest 

percentage (40 percent) 

coming from the 65-74 age 

bracket. The smallest 

percentage, less than one 

percent, came from the 18-

24 age group.
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QUESTION 6:

Do you consider yourself to be:

African American/Black

Asian/Pacific Islander

Caucasian

Hispanic/Latino

Native American

Mixed Racial Background

Other

PUBLIC SURVEY 
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Just under 95 percent of 

respondents considered 

themselves to be Caucasian. 

The remaining 5 percent of 

respondents identified as 

African American/Black, 

Asian/Pacific Islander, 

Hispanic/Latin or Mixed 

Racial Background.
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QUESTION 7:

What is the highest level of 

education you have achieved?

PUBLIC SURVEY 

RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis
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More than 65 percent of 

respondents indicated they 

have an Associate’s Degree 

or higher. Respondents with 

some college but no degree 

or high school diploma was 

32 percent. The remaining 3 

percent of respondents 

attended high school or 

other.
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QUESTION 8:

What is your gender?

PUBLIC SURVEY 

RESULTS

Evaluation & Analysis
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Just over 53 percent of respondents were female with just under 47 

percent male.
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QUESTION 9:

What is the combined yearly 

income of the people who live 

in your home?

PUBLIC SURVEY 

RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis
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More than 70 percent of 

respondents combined yearly 

income of the people that live in 

the same home is $50,000 or 

more. More than 16 percent of 

respondents indicated between 

$30,000 - $49,999 and more 

than 12 percent indicated 

between $15,000 - $29,999. 

Just over 1 percent were in the 

under $15,000 category.
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QUESTION 10:

How much do you know about 

the health and water quality of 

Citrus County springs?
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Evaluation & Analysis
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More than 79 percent of 

respondents were somewhat 

knowledgeable, 

knowledgeable or very 

knowledgeable of the health 

and water quality of Citrus 

County’s springs. About 20 

percent of respondents have 

little or no knowledge. 
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QUESTION 11:

How concerned are you about 

the quality of the water in Citrus 

County’s springs. 

PUBLIC SURVEY 
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Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis
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More than 76 percent of 

respondents are either 

concerned or very concerned 

about the quality of the water 

in Citrus County’s springs. 

Just under 20 percent are 

somewhat concerned with 

just under 5 percent not 

concerned.
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QUESTION 12:

Please rank the options below in 

order of the priority or 

importance to you to complete 

the following statement: 

Protecting water quality of our 

Citrus County springs is 

important to:

Preserve the environment

Provide for safe recreation

Protect our drinking water

PUBLIC SURVEY 

RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis
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58 percent of respondents ranked “Protect Our Drinking Water” first

53 percent of respondents ranked “Preserve the Environment” second

83 percent of respondents ranked “Provide for Safe Recreation” third

This indicates a priority of the 

residents is to protect 

drinking water supply and 

preserve the environment. 
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QUESTION 13:

How would you rate the quality 

of the water in Citrus County 

springs?

PUBLIC SURVEY 

RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis
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More respondents rated the 

quality of the springs at 

healthy or extremely healthy 

(49 percent) than they did 

unhealth or extremely 

unhealthy (33 percent). 18 

percent of respondents said 

they didn’t know.
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QUESTION 14:

How important is it to you for 

Citrus County to implement 

programs that will continue to 

preserve the health of the 

springs?

PUBLIC SURVEY 

RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis
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More than 90 percent of 

respondents feel it is 

important or very important 

for Citrus County to 

implement programs that will 

continue to preserve the 

health of the springs. Only 2 

percent of respondents feel it 

in not important.
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QUESTION 15:

When was the last time you 

visited one of Citrus County’s 

springs?

PUBLIC SURVEY 

RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis
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Almost 75 percent of 

respondents have visited 

one of Citrus County’s 

springs within the last six 

month of the last year and 

13 percent have once in the 

last 2 years. A combined 12 

percent have only visited 

once in the last 5 years, 10 

years or never.
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QUESTION 16:

In 2016, the Florida Legislature 

established the “Outstanding Springs 

Act,” which identified springs that 

are impacted by increased nitrogen 

and require additional protections to 

ensure their conservation and 

restoration for future generations. 

These protections are included in 

state-mandated water quality 

restoration plans, known as Basin 

Management Action Plans (BMAPs)? 

Are you aware Citrus County is under 

two state mandated BMAPs, which 

require the County to implement 

strategies to restore and maintain the 

health of the springs?

PUBLIC SURVEY 

RESULTS

Evaluation & Analysis
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Almost 58 percent of 

respondents are aware 

Citrus County is under two 

state mandated BMAPs, 

which require the County to 

implement strategies to 

restore and maintain the 

health of the spring. Just 

over 42 percent are 

unaware.
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QUESTION 17:

The United States Geological Survey 

(USGS) identifies first magnitude 

springs as those springs that flow at a 

rate of 65 million gallons per day. The 

State of Florida identifies 30 

outstanding Florida springs, which 

include 24 historic first magnitude 

spring, plus an additional six named 

spring. Do you know which springs in 

Citrus County were classified as 

either first magnitude springs or as 

outstanding springs?

PUBLIC SURVEY 

RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis
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Almost 80 percent of 

respondents identified 

Crystal River/Kings Bay, 

Homosassa and 

Chassahowitzka springs are 

all classified as either first 

magnitude springs or as 

outstanding springs.
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QUESTION 18:

How knowledgeable are you about 

the Citrus County Wastewater 

Feasibility Study?
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More than 67 percent of 

respondents had little or no 

knowledge of the Citrus 

County Wastewater 

Feasibility Study and only 25 

percent were someone 

knowledgeable.
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QUESTION 19:

Does your residence have a septic 

system?
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RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification
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More than 63 percent of 

respondents have a septic 

system. Just under 37 

percent do not. 
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QUESTION 20:

How old is your septic system?
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RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis
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Just under 70 percent of 

respondents’ septic system is 

more than 10 years old. 
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QUESTION 21:

Do you conduct routine 

maintenance on your septic system?

PUBLIC SURVEY 

RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis
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More than 83 percent of 

respondents conduct routine 

maintenance on their septic 

system, which less than 17 

percent that do not.
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QUESTION 22:

How often is the routine 

maintenance conducted?
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RESULTS
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More than 32 percent of 

respondents conduct routine 

maintenance once a year or 

more, with just over 55 

percent of respondent that 

conduct routine maintenance 

once every two years of less. 

More than13 percent either 

never have conducted 

routine maintenance or did 

not know.  
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QUESTION 23:

Have you ever had your septic 

system pumped out?
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More than 79 percent of 

respondence have had their 

septic tank pumped out, 

while more than 20 percent 

have not.
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QUESTION 24:

Have you ever had to make 

significant repairs to or replace your 

septic system?
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More than 27 percent of 

respondents have had to 

make significant repairs to or 

replace their septic system, 

which just under 73 percent 

have not.
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QUESTION 25:

Does your septic system have any of 

the following features – those that 

can partially treat the sewage 

coming from your residence?

PUBLIC SURVEY 

RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis
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More than 92 percent of 

respondents indicated they 

have drain fields and more 

than 83 percent indicated 

they had a tank as features of 

their septic system.
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QUESTION 26:

Please rate your level of agreement 

with the following statements 

regarding septic system impacts on 

water quality?

PUBLIC SURVEY 
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Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis
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Almost 52 percent of respondents 

agree or somewhat agree the 

properly functioning septic systems 

contribute to groundwater pollution.

Almost 56 percent of respondents 

somewhat disagree or disagree that 

only septic systems that are not 

working correctly pollute 

groundwater.

Almost 36 percent of respondent 

agree or somewhat agree septic 

systems are designed so they don’t 

pollute 

groundwater 

while just under 

42 percent 

somewhat 

disagree or 

disagree. 
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QUESTION 27:

Do you have a traditional septic 

system or an advanced septic 

system?

PUBLIC SURVEY 

RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis
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More than 72 percent of 

respondents have a 

traditional septic system, 

while just under 7 percent 

have an advanced septic 

system. More than 21 

percent of respondents were 

unsure what type of system 

they have.
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QUESTION 28:

Would you upgrade your traditional 

septic system to an advanced septic 

system if the system partially treated 

the sewage coming from your 

residence?
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Just over 25 percent of 

respondents would upgrade 

their traditional septic system 

to an advanced septic 

system if the system partially 

treated the sewage coming 

from their residence. Just 

under 27 percent would not, 

with 48 percent not sure. 
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QUESTION 29:

Would you upgrade your traditional 

septic system if it were shown that 

they are more effective in treating 

wastewater and will help to improve 

water quality in Citrus County 

springs?

PUBLIC SURVEY 
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Just over 36 percent of 

respondents would upgrade 

their traditional septic system 

if it were shown that they are 

more effective in treating 

wastewater and will help 

improve water quality in 

Citrus County’s springs. 

Almost 21 percent of 

respondents would not, while 

more than 42 percent were 

unsure.
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QUESTION 30:

Would you be in favor of Citrus 

County implementing projects that 

would upgrade traditional septic 

systems or eliminate septic systems if 

those projects would help to improve 

water quality in Citrus County 

springs?
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More than 72 percent of 

respondents would be in 

favor of  Citrus County 

implementing projects that 

would upgrade traditional 

septic systems if those 

projects would help improve 

water quality in Citrus 

County’s springs. Just over 

11 percent would not be in 

favor, while more than 16 

percent were unsure.
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QUESTION 31:

Would you consider switching from 

your septic system to sewer service 

provided by Citrus County if it 

improved water quality in Citrus 

County’s springs?
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Evaluation & Analysis
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Almost 63 percent of 

respondents would 

consider switching from a 

septic system to sewer 

service provided by Citrus 

County if it improved water 

quality to Citrus County’s 

springs. Almost 20 percent 

of respondents wouldn’t 

consider it, which just over 

17 percent were not sure.
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QUESTION 32:

How willing would you be to pay for 

sewer services provided by Citrus 

County if it improved water quality, 

including the quality of Citrus 

County’s springs?

PUBLIC SURVEY 
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Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis
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Almost 75 percent of 

respondents are willing, 

somewhat willing or very 

willing to pay for sewer 

services provided by Citrus 

County if it improved water 

quality, including the quality 

of Citrus County’s springs. 

Just over 25 percent of 

respondents said they are 

not willing. 
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QUESTION 33:

Who would you trust the most to 

provide you information about 

sewage management in Citrus 

County?
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Almost 45 percent of 

respondents trust the Florida 

Department of Environmental 

Protection to provide them 

information about sewage 

management in Citrus 

County, with almost 18 

percent of respondent stating 

the Florida Department of 

Health. Citrus County was 

chosen by 15 percent of 

respondents.
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QUESTION 34:

How would you like to get 

information about issues relating to 

sewer management in your area?
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In order to ensure the project 

team is utilizing the most 

effective means of 

communications, we asked 

respondents to tell us how 

they would like to get 

information about this project 

and other projects relating to 

sewer management. The 

three top answers were 

mailer (46%), website (44%) 

and newspaper (30%).
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QUESTION 35:

Would you like to stay informed 

about the Citrus County Wastewater 

Treatment Feasibility Analysis and 

other projects that will help to 

protect the environment and Citrus 

County’s springs?
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More than 60 percent of 

respondents would like to be 

kept informed about the 

Citrus County Wastewater 

Treatment Feasibility 

Analysis, as well as other 

projects that will help to 

protect the environment and 

Citrus County’s springs. At 

the end of the survey, contact 

information was collected 

from 187 respondents.
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The results of the survey will be used by the project team as the 

continue to move forward with the Citrus County Wastewater 

Feasibility Analysis. In order to continue to gain public input on this 

project a public meeting was hosted on Thursday, February 11, 2021. 

A second survey will be distributed before the end of February and a 

second public meeting will be hosted the end of March.

Questions or comments related to this project can be submitted via 

email at info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com or by calling the project 

hotline at (352) 269-6440.

Information can be found on the project website at 

www.citruscountywastewatertfa.com.

mailto:info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com
http://www.citruscountywastewatertfa.com/
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In January 2020, Citrus County contracted with Wright-Pierce to
conduct the Citrus County Wastewater Feasibility Analysis, a study
being done to identify cost-effective options to improve water
quality throughout the County by remediation of existing septic
systems.

The Valerin Group, Inc. (Valerin) was included as a sub-consultant
to Wright-Pierce to conduct public outreach during the study,
including the development and facilitation of an independent and
objective public survey of residents and businesses within Citrus
County.

Survey #1 was administered from Monday, December 14, 2020
through Friday, January 15, 2021. The results of that survey are
posted on the project website at www.citruscountywwtfa.com.

Survey #2 was administered from March 2, 2021 to April 2, 2021.
The following document is the final report which outlines the survey
process, implementation, and analysis of raw data.

http://www.citruscountywwtfa.com/
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The survey development process was a three-step process that helped
Valerin gather information, determine the relevant audience, identify the
survey methodology, and develop pertinent survey questions.

Step 1
Valerin worked with Wright-Pierce and Citrus County to clarify the goals
and objectives of the survey, determine desired outcomes and
priorities, define target audience and identify survey methods. A plan
and project timeline was developed to guide the project team.

Step 2
Given the audience size, Valerin identified a digital survey as the best
option for achieving project goals. The digital survey was accessible via
a hyperlink and QR code, which were accessible on the project
website.

Step 3
Since County-wide residents and businesses were identified as the
target group, Valerin worked with the County PIO to identify the most
effective communications tools to get word out about the survey.
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Constant Contact Email 

Citrus County maintains a Constant Contact Database of residents
who have previously communicated with the County through email
correspondence. The database contains 7,983 email addresses.

An email was distributed on:

03/02/21 with an open rate of 28 percent
03/22/21 with an open rate of 26 percent
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DISTRIBUTION 
METHODS
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Traditional News Release

A news release was 
distributed to 25 media 
partners including radio, 
television and 
newspapers, as well as 
senior County staff, 
County Commissioners 
and 20 involved citizens. 

The news release was 
distributed two times during 
the open survey period:

03/02/21
03/22/21
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Social Media

The Citrus County Facebook page was 
also used to reach out to citizens. Nine 
(9) posts were made during the open 
survey period.

DATE: REACH: CLICKS
03/02/21 728 7
03/04/21 595 13
03/08/21 729 17
03/11/21 504 6
03/15/21 460 3
03/18/21 561 5
03/22/21 482 0
03/24/21 502 4
03/25/21 383 3
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Section 1 of the survey asks a series of demographic and background 
questions. 

The information gathered from the demographic questions help the project 
team to gauge public opinion based on different groups of people within 
Citrus County. This information will be used as the project progresses only to 
help create communications and outreach activities, as well as develop 
specific messaging that will resonate with each audience. The information 
also allows the project team to compare the demographics of survey 
participants with the demographics of the County as a whole.

The information gathered from the background questions help the project 
team understand the general knowledge of respondent on the overall health 
of the springs and the actions taken by the state of Florida to limit 
degradation in the future, as well as knowledge of this project.

Generally, the finding indicate respondent demographics are comparable to 
the overall demographics of Citrus County. 
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Importance of the Springs
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Section 2 of the survey asks a series of questions related to the 
importance of the springs. These questions provide the project team 
a better understanding of the knowledge people have in regard to
the economic impact of the springs in regard to tourism.

Generally, most respondents understand the health of the springs 
has an economic impact to the County.
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Impact to the Springs
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Evaluation & Analysis
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Section 3 of the survey asks a series of questions that provide the 
project team a better understanding of respondent’s knowledge of 
the sources of increased nitrogen in the springs and the impact it 
has on the environment.

Generally, the majority of respondents are knowledgeable of the 
sources of increased nitrogen into the springs and the impact it has 
on the environment. 
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Section 4 of the survey asks a series of questions related to the 
respondent’s knowledge of the Wastewater Treatment Feasibility 
Analysis, their support for the project and where they can find more 
information.

A majority of respondents are familiar with the Wastewater 
Treatment Feasibility Analysis and are in of support of the County’s 
decision to conduct study.
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QUESTION 1:

How long have you lived in 
Citrus County?

PUBLIC SURVEY 
RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification
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A majority (63%) of the 
respondents have lived in 
Citrus County for 11 years or 
longer with the highest 
percentage of respondents 
(33%) having lived in Citrus 
County for more than 20 
years. Less than three 
percent have lived in Citrus 
County for less than a year.
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QUESTION 2:

What type of home do you live 
in?

PUBLIC SURVEY 
RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis
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A majority – more than 90
percent of respondents, 
live in homes, while only 
8 percent live in mobile 
homes. The remaining 2 
percent of respondent 
either live in an 
apartment, condominium
or other type of residents. 
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QUESTION 3:

Do you rent or own your home?
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More than 95 percent of 
respondents own their 
home, with less than 4
percent that rent.
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QUESTION 4:

What zip code do you reside in?

PUBLIC SURVEY 
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Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis
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As you can see from the 
chart to the left, respondents 
came from every zip code in 
Citrus County but ten
(34423, 34441, 34445 and 
34447, 34449, 34451, 
34460, 34464, 34487 and 
34601). 

The most respondents came 
from 34442, 34446 and 
34465, three of the most 
heavily populated areas 
within the County. 
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QUESTION 5:

What is your age?
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More than 82 percent of the 
respondents are 55 years of 
age or older, with the highest 
percentage (42 percent) 
coming from the 65-74 age 
bracket. The smallest 
percentage, less than one 
percent, came from the 25-
34 age group.
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QUESTION 6:

What is your gender?

PUBLIC SURVEY 
RESULTS

Evaluation & Analysis
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Almost 55 percent of respondents were female with just under 44 
percent male.
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QUESTION 7:

How knowledgeable are you 
with the Citrus County 
Wastewater Feasibility Analysis?

PUBLIC SURVEY 
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More than 69 percent of 
respondents are somewhat 
knowledgeable, knowledgeable 
or very knowledgeable of the 
Citrus County Wastewater 
Treatment Feasibility Analysis. 
Almost 31 percent of 
respondents have little or no 
knowledge.
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QUESTION 8:

Did you participate in the first 
Wastewater Treatment Feasibility 
Analysis survey that was 
available to the public from 
December 14, 2020 to January 
15, 2021?
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More than 64 percent of 
respondents participated in 
the first Wastewater 
Treatment Feasibility Analysis 
survey. Just over 35 percent 
of respondents did not.
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QUESTION 9:

Did you participate in the first 
Wastewater Treatment Feasibility 
Analysis virtual public meeting 
that took place on February 11, 
2021?
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More than 94 percent of 
respondents participated in 
the first virtual public 
meeting. Almost 7 percent 
did not.
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QUESTION 10:

More than 500,000 people visit 
the springs in Citrus County 
each year.

Did you know that our springs 
are a major tourism driver for 
Citrus County?
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Just under 99 percent of 
respondents know that our 
springs are a major tourism 
driver for Citrus County. Just 
over one percent did not.
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QUESTION 11:

Tourism related to Citrus County 
springs generates $270 million in 
annual revenue for local 
businesses.

Did you know that local 
businesses are dependent on 
healthy springs?
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More than 96 percent of 
respondents know that local 
businesses are dependent on 
healthy springs. Just under 4 
percent did not.
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QUESTION 12:

The Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection (FDEP) 
has identified the springs in 
Citrus County are not healthy 
because they have an 
overabundance of nitrogen in 
them. 

What do you think the biggest 
source of nitrogen is in the 
springs?
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More than 52 percent of 
respondents believe the 
biggest source of nitrogen in 
the springs is a combination 
of septic tanks, fertilizer, 
livestock waste and 
wastewater treatment 
facilities. Just over 22 
percent think septic tanks 
and fertilizer are the biggest 
contributors.
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QUESTION 13:

To return Citrus County’s 
groundwater and springs to a 
healthy condition, we must reduce 
the amount of nitrogen entering the 
groundwater by more than 540,000 
pounds per year when compared to 
the amount entering the 
groundwater today. The total 
includes Kings Bay/Crystal River 
Springs and the 
Homosassa/Chassahowitzka Springs, 
according to FDEP. The much 
nitrogen weighs as much as 110 Ford 
F150 pick up trucks. Hearing this 
large number, how does this make 
you feel about the importance of this 
initiative and our ability to achieve 
this requirement?

PUBLIC SURVEY 
RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis

24PAGE /

More than 42 percent of 
respondents are not 
surprised by the quantity of 
nitrogen entering our 
groundwater. Just over 38 
percent think we are in 
worse shape then they 
thought but the County can 
achieve the requirement. 
Almost 9 percent think we
are in worse shape than they thought and we are unlikely to 
achieve the requirement. More than11 percent did not have 
an opinion. 
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QUESTION 14:

Excess nitrogen in the springs causes 
an abundance of algae to grow. This 
excess algae in the springs can lead 
to what?

PUBLIC SURVEY 
RESULTS

Evaluation & Analysis

25PAGE /

More than 95 percent of 
respondents believe that 
excess algae in the springs 
can lead to all of the 
following: a lack of oxygen in 
the water causing fish to die, 
the water to be green in 
color and less clear, and the 
vegetation to die. Just under 
5 percent of respondents 
picked one.
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QUESTION 15:

Are you aware that nitrates (a form 
of nitrogen) in drinking water can 
have a negative health impact on 
humans?

PUBLIC SURVEY 
RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis

26PAGE /

Almost 90 percent of 
respondents are aware that 
nitrate in drinking water can 
have a negative health 
impact on humans. Just over 
10 percent do not.
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QUESTION 16:

The FDEP has provided Citrus County 
with a grant to develop a plan to 
eliminate and/or upgrade septic 
systems to meet FDEP’s goals for 
groundwater quality. This study is 
called the Wastewater Treatment 
Feasibility Analysis (WWTFA). Do you 
support the County taking this step in 
studying how to eliminate and/or 
upgrade septic systems?

PUBLIC SURVEY 
RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis

27PAGE /

More than 85 percent of 
respondents support the 
County’s decision to conduct 
the Wastewater Treatment 
Feasibility Analysis. Jut over 
10 percent are neutral and 
just over 4 percent to not 
support it.
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QUESTION 17:

Have you visited the County’s 
website that provides information on 
the WWTFA 
(www.citruscountywwtfa.com)?

PUBLIC SURVEY 
RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

28PAGE /

Almost 78 percent of 
respondents have not visited 
the Wastewater Treatment 
Feasibility Analysis website 
and just over 28 percent 
have.
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QUESTION 18:

Are you aware the FDEP has an 
abundance of information available 
on its website about the springs and 
that some of this information can be 
accessed on the WWTFA website 
(www.citruscountywwtfa.com), 
which is available through the 
County’s website?

PUBLIC SURVEY 
RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis

29PAGE /

Almost 53 percent of 
respondents are aware the 
FDEP has information 
available on its website about 
the springs and that some of 
that information can be found 
on the Wastewater Treatment 
Feasibility website. Just over 
48 percent do not.

http://www.citruscountywwtfa.com/
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QUESTION 19:

When complete, the WWTFA will 
identify areas throughout the entire 
County that are recommended to be 
converted from septic systems to 
sewers. Do you think that areas on 
the east side of the County can 
contribute to groundwater pollution 
and impact the springs on the west 
side of the County?

PUBLIC SURVEY 
RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis

30PAGE /

More than 73 percent of 
respondents think that areas 
on the east side of the 
County can contribute to 
groundwater pollution and 
impact the springs on the 
west side of the County. Just 
over 6 percent do not, with 
just over 20 percent unsure.
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QUESTION 20:

Do you agree with this statement?

We all benefit from clean 
groundwater and healthy springs,
therefore we should be willing to 
take part in efforts to improve 
groundwater quality and the health 
of the springs.”

PUBLIC SURVEY 
RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis

31PAGE /

More than 94 percent of 
respondents strongly agree, 
agree or somewhat agree 
that we all benefit from clean 
groundwater and healthy 
springs, therefore we should 
be willing to take part in 
efforts to improve 
groundwater quality and the 
health of the springs. Just
under 4 percent somewhat disagree or disagree, with just 
under 2 percent neutral. 
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QUESTION 21:

If you are a supporter of the springs 
and improved ground water quality, 
would you be willing to let your 
voice be heard as part of our WWTFA 
public outreach program?

PUBLIC SURVEY 
RESULTS

Stakeholder Identification

Evaluation & Analysis

32PAGE /

Just over 41 percent of 
respondents are willing to let 
their voice be heard as part 
of the WWTFA public 
outreach project, with more 
than 53 percent of 
respondents not willing.
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QUESTION 22:

Please provide your contact 
information so the project team can 
keep you up to date on activities 
related to the Citrus County 
Wastewater Treatment Feasibility 
Analysis?

PUBLIC SURVEY 
RESULTS

Evaluation & Analysis

33PAGE /

At the end of the survey, contact information was collected from 
187 respondents.
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CONCLUSION

Evaluation & Analysis

34PAGE /

The results of the survey will be used by the project team as the 
continue to move forward with the Citrus County Wastewater 
Feasibility Analysis. 

Questions or comments related to this project can be submitted via 
email at info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com or by calling the project 
hotline at (352) 269-6440.

Information can be found on the project website at 
www.citruscountywastewatertfa.com.

mailto:info@citruscountywastewatertfa.com
http://www.citruscountywastewatertfa.com/
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APPENDIX G
Phases 2, 3, and 4 Septic-to-Sewer

Implementation Plan



Planning

Phase

Implementation
Order

Remediation

Area

Predecesso

 CIP

Construction

Costs ERPs

Septic Systems

Eliminated

Nitrogen

Credits

2 CS‐2 CS‐450302‐10 7,428,000 493 59 529

2 MC‐2 MC‐450602‐16 (c) (7 River) MC‐450602‐16 (b) (7 River North) 7,768,000 277 193 1,720

2 CS‐3 CS‐450302‐11 (a) 9,917,000 776 145 1,080

2 MC‐3 MC‐450602‐13 (Connell Height) 8,505,000 548 451 4,018

2 CS‐4 CS‐450302‐12 6,245,000 439 79 699

2 MC‐4 MC‐451502‐3 5,358,000 244 172 1,442

2 CS‐5 CS‐450302‐13 7,653,000 593 97 943

2 CS‐6 CS‐450302‐14 9,444,000 763 181 1,675

2 CS‐7 CS‐450302‐15 6,337,000 451 53 486

2 BW‐8 BW‐450102‐23 (b) (Apache Shores 2) 1,581,000 85 71 483

2 CS‐8 CS‐450302‐16 3,701,000 201 53 451

2 BW‐9 BW‐450800‐10 (Lakeside) 5,341,000 283 254 1,732

2 CS‐9 CS‐450302‐17 6,281,000 467 75 662

2 CS‐10 CS‐450302‐19 6,349,000 375 115 999

2 CS‐11 CS‐450302‐20 7,288,000 611 83 862

2 SW‐11 SW‐451502‐10 4,083,000 183 149 1,178

2 CS‐12 CS‐450302‐22 6,893,000 509 74 627

2 SW‐12 SW‐451502‐11 (a) 4,320,000 188 142 1,111

2 CS‐13 CS‐450302‐23 6,754,000 563 52 498

2 SW‐13 SW‐451502‐12 4,333,000 259 168 1,335

2 CS‐14 CS‐450302‐25 6,527,000 440 74 655

2 SW‐14 SW‐451502‐14 4,941,000 206 158 1,248

2 CS‐15 CS‐450302‐27 4,887,000 354 60 530

2 SW‐15 SW‐451502‐15 2,863,000 114 93 818

2 CS‐16 CS‐450302‐28 12,958,000 996 153 1,384

2 SW‐16 SW‐451502‐17 4,263,000 205 139 1,263

2 CS‐17 CS‐450302‐29 6,010,000 417 67 590

2 SW‐17 SW‐451502‐18 3,310,000 121 95 919

2 CS‐18 CS‐450302‐30 12,380,000 1,014 90 1,144

2 SW‐18 SW‐451502‐2 5,427,000 256 216 1,624

2 CS‐19 CS‐450302‐31 7,778,000 503 65 573

2 SW‐19 SW‐451502‐3 2,758,000 91 72 625

2 CS‐20 CS‐450302‐32 3,633,000 182 26 251

2 SW‐20 SW‐451502‐5 1,954,000 92 73 556

2 CS‐21 CS‐450302‐33 6,625,000 311 77 978

2 SW‐21 SW‐451502‐6 2,759,000 140 79 609

2 CS‐22 CS‐450302‐34 9,584,000 401 59 524

2 SW‐22 SW‐451502‐7 2,492,000 141 98 765

2 CS‐23 CS‐450302‐35 4,178,000 274 27 430

2 SW‐23 SW‐451502‐8 2,419,000 114 95 690

2 CS‐24 CS‐450302‐36 12,108,000 725 248 2,140

2 SW‐24 SW‐451502‐9 3,539,000 141 111 876

2 CS‐25 CS‐450302‐37 6,645,000 467 48 430

2 SW‐25 SW‐451700‐3 1,491,000 58 40 315

2 CS‐26 CS‐450302‐38 11,320,000 876 130 1,187

2 CS‐27 CS‐450302‐39 8,372,000 573 75 654

2 CS‐28 CS‐450302‐47 CS‐450302‐39 2,956,000 196 9 82

2 CS‐29 CS‐450302‐40 7,898,000 576 62 644

2 CS‐30 CS‐450302‐44 12,083,000 884 198 1,680

2 CS‐31 CS‐450302‐46 11,145,000 785 78 690

2 CS‐32 CS‐450302‐6 4,841,000 245 89 772

3 MC‐5 MC‐450500‐16 (a) 2,619,000 135 64 273

3 MC‐6 MC‐450500‐17 (a) 1,444,000 74 58 200

3 MC‐7 MC‐450601‐17 (Cinnamon Ridge) 5,124,000 315 195 1,616

3 BW‐10 BW‐450101‐6 8,321,000 513 119 954

3 BW‐11 BW‐450102‐11 4,133,000 310 218 1,465

3 BW‐12 BW‐450102‐14 (a) 3,998,000 180 134 875

3 BW‐13 BW‐450102‐14 (b) 4,666,000 183 121 851

3 BW‐14 BW‐450102‐18 978,000 1 19 119

3 BW‐15 BW‐450102‐23 (a) 1,325,000 11 8 74

3 BW‐16 BW‐450102‐23 (c) 1,063,000 24 28 199

3 BW‐17 BW‐450102‐9 5,102,000 314 240 1,573

3 BW‐18 BW‐450701‐17 (a) (Citrus Hills, Edition 2) 7,244,000 318 239 1,798

4 MC‐8 NW‐450500‐4 (z) 1,049,000 51 10 139

4 BW‐19 BW‐450701‐1 (Timberland Estate North) 8,388,000 354 269 2,021

4 BW‐20 BW‐450702‐14 6,648,000 352 134 1,375

4 BW‐21 BW‐450702‐15 6,457,000 396 127 1,218

4 BW‐22 BW‐450702‐16 8,307,000 538 146 1,221

4 BW‐23 BW‐450702‐17 4,673,000 284 67 520

4 BW‐24 BW‐450702‐18 7,364,000 357 103 845



Planning

Phase

Implementatio

n

Order

Remediation

Area

Predecesso

 CIP

Construction

Costs ERPs

Septic Systems

Eliminated

Nitrogen

Credits

4 BW‐25 BW‐450702‐19 6,500,000 336 119 1,022

4 BW‐26 BW‐450702‐20 4,092,000 244 85 685

4 SW‐26 SW‐451602‐1 3,837,000 175 143 1,003

4 BW‐27 BW‐450702‐25 7,709,000 420 192 1,525

4 SW‐27 SW‐451602‐10 3,606,000 142 117 798

4 SW‐28 SW‐451602‐2 3,863,000 152 126 902

4 SW‐29 SW‐451602‐3 3,992,000 139 120 878

4 SW‐30 SW‐451602‐8 3,733,000 144 117 819

4 SW‐31 SW‐451602‐9 3,156,000 130 93 597

4 CS‐33 CS‐450304‐1 8,079,000 583 93 801

4 CS‐34 CS‐450304‐10 7,663,000 270 136 1,260

4 CS‐35 CS‐450304‐12 15,399,000 560 329 2,832

4 CS‐36 CS‐450304‐15 9,100,000 320 160 1,345

4 CS‐37 CS‐450304‐18 8,151,000 303 159 1,324

4 CS‐38 CS‐450304‐13 CS‐450304‐18 10,298,000 438 213 2,045

4 CS‐39 CS‐450304‐7 CS‐450304‐13 5,633,000 198 15 198

4 CS‐40 CS‐450304‐16 CS‐450304‐18 8,945,000 309 128 1,115

4 CS‐41 CS‐450304‐21 6,052,000 213 137 1,167

4 CS‐42 CS‐450304‐3 6,561,000 527 77 714

4 CS‐43 CS‐450304‐2 CS‐450304‐3 16,964,000 1,376 93 900

4 CS‐44 CS‐450304‐4 CS‐450304‐2 8,963,000 659 34 330

4 CS‐45 CS‐450304‐5 CS‐450304‐4 20,833,000 1,672 75 751

4 CS‐46 CS‐450304‐6 12,153,000 561 295 3,513

4 CS‐47 CS‐450304‐8 12,716,000 479 258 2,250
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Crystal River 2018 WW Master Plan Excepts
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Package Plant Facility Name
Max Permitted 

Flow (MGD)
Max Permitted 

Flow (gpm)
Address Owner Permit No. Flow to: Timing

Crystal Isle WWTF 0.03 20.8
11419 W. Fort Island Trail Crystal River, FL 

34429
Citrus County FLA011923 LS-19

Pelican Bay Apartments 0.02 13.9
9826 West Arms Drive Crystal River, FL 

34429
Citrus County FLA011854 LS-19

Island Condominiums WWTF 0.03 20.8
11680 W Dixie Shores Drive Crystal River, 

FL 34429-9280
Citrus County FLA033065 LS-19

River Cove Landings WWTF 0.015 10.4
North Redfish Terrace Crystal River, FL 

34429
Citrus County FLA011913 LS-19

Indian Springs Utilities WWTF 0.05 34.7
11110 State Park Street Crystal River, FL 

34429
Citrus County FLA011876 PJ-HWY19

OSTDS
No. of Residential 

Septic Tanks
GPD/Tank Flow from Residential (gpd)

Flow from 
Commercial 

(gpd)

Total Flow 
(gpd)

Total Flow 
(gpm)

Flow to: Timing

Indian Waters Phase I & II 270 250 67,500 3,375 70,875 49.2 PJ-HWY19 5 year
Southern Sewer 570 250 142,500 17,250 159,750 110.9 PJ-LS38 10 year

ERUs
Wastewater 

(GPD)
Wastewater (gpm) ERUs

Wastewater 
(GPD)

Wastewat
er (gpm)

ERUs Wastewater (GPD)
Wastewat
er (gpm)

ERUs Wastewater (GPD)
Wastewat
er (gpm)

ERUs Wastewater (GPD)
Wastewat
er (gpm)

Flow to:

Hidden Lakes Phase 1 - - - 150 37,500 26 150 37,500 26 150 37,500 26 150 37,500 26
Hidden Lakes Phase 2 - - - - - - 810 202,500 141 810 202,500 141 810 202,500 141
Hidden Lakes Phase 3 - - - - - - 180 45,000 31 180 45,000 31 180 45,000 31

Port Paradise Hotel - - - 87 21,725 15 87 21,725 15 87 21,725 15 87 21,725 15 LS-32
Total 0 0 0 237 59,225 41 1,227 306,725 213 1,227 306,725 213 1,227 306,725 213

LS-34

5-years

10-year - 2027
Developments

Existing - 2017 5-year - 2022 20-year - 2037 Build - Out 
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 WWWTCS Improvements



Service Layer Credits: Sources: Esri, HERE,
Garmin, USGS, Intermap, INCREMENT P,
NRCan, Esri Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong
Kong), Esri Korea, Esri (Thailand), NGCC, (c)
OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS
User Community
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